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BEEN BOTTLED UP THERE

Suspects Are Moved From City General Conference to be Held at
to County Jail For Safe
Washington For Pacification
Keeping.
Central America.

to

As a result of the Identillca- April 12 A personal
Panama.
tlon by Conductor Thomaa and
friend of President Zelaya, of Nicar
the night operator of Uarr sta- - f agua, received
a dispatch
last night
ti tion of one of the three men f from Santos Ram
I res,
director genarrested in connection with the V eral of telegraphs and
telephones,
In
mysterious death of Hanaelas,
forming him that Amapala. Honod- the - native whose
was
duras, to which place President Hon-Ul- a,
ground to pieces by Santa Fe
of Honduras, retreated after hi
v passenger
train No. 8, several
defeat at Choluteca, would probably
nights ago, the officers today desurrender to the Nicaraguan forces
ft cided to hold all three men. They
today.
were transferred this afternoon
the city to the county Jail
fT from
NEW ORLEANS RKtTEIVEU
for safe keeping.
A SIMIUAK ULSPATCIf.
The man identified, is the one
New Orleans, April 12. According-twho gave the name of Roderlguei
cablegram
a
received by the Fruit
4t
He said he was two miles from
Dispatch company here. President
Uarr station on the night in
Bontlla, of Honduras, has surrenderquestion.
Conductor
Thomas
ed to the' Nicaraguan forces.
v and the night operator are posl-- t
The
message came from Managua.
cable
live they saw him at Burr.
Ls
Nicaragua,
signed
by
and
President
An effort is now being made
Zeluya.
No details are given other
Y to
get Information concerning
than that the surrender occurred yesT the mne from Jerome, Ariz. The
terday.
solving of tho whole case may
Other advices received here yesA depend upon that.
terday, however, state that Uonllla
had been "bottled up" In the port of
ever since he made his sen"That's the man. I could pick him Amapala
out from among 100 hundred men. I sational flight from Choluteca.
Monday
took a good look at him
1UG PLANS mil FINAL
night and I know him now."
AND COMPLETE PEACE.
Will
This was what Conductor
Washington.
April 12. That all
Thomas said last evening when he
was asked to Identify the man he the Central American republics ar
saw examining the remains of Felipe looking to the' present state of war-ta- re
between Nicaragua and HonItanaelas, who was killed at Burr eta
tlon Monday night and placeu on the duras to result in an agreement for
peace In Central America,
permanent
body
was
where
track,
the
railroad
ground to pieces by No. 8. The man was developed, . tdayby a general
Mr.' Thomas pointed out was Irlneo discussion at the "state "'departmenL
Roderlgues, one of the three men ar With that end In view the negotiarested on Tuesday night on suspicion tions looking to the cessation of hostilities will no go so far as to take
and since held In the county Jail.
"I lifted my lantern up so that the up the subject of permanent peace...
glare fell full in his face and there is but will leave this broad question to
no danger ot me being mistaken.
a conference to be held In Washingcontinued the conductor. "My train ton or the City of Mexln,'.. arid in H
was standing on the siding at Uarr all countries' immediately interested
and when I saw No. 8 stop and begin may take part.
to back, I knew something must be
The United States and Mexico, acthe matter. Desiring to know what cording to the embryonic plans, will
it was I walked over to the main line. occupy the Important position of umThere laid the mangled remains of a pires.
The plan has not gone far
man. I looked around me for as enough yet for a suggestion of the
slstance. A Mexican appeared out of date of the conference. Ambassador
the darkness und approached
the Creel is said to be the father of the
body.
I walked up to htm and put Idea,
It has the hearty approval
my lantern in his face. This man you of ourbut
own state department.
call Koderlguez was that man.
The operator at Uurr station, who
was also attracted to the scene of the
accident by curiosity,
Joined Mr. AMERICAN DELEGATES
Thomas when he was looking at the
bruised and torn body, and he also
saw Koderlguez there and last night
Identified him as the man pointed
TO THE HAGUE PEACE
out by Conductor Thomas.
Putting together the fact that Itod- erlgues was at Barr Immediately after
iiunaelas was placed on the track
E
and his story to the effect that he
was not there, but was two miles
from there and lit the steam shovel,
the police believe that they have sufficient evidence to hold the men un- Appointed Today After Shortder suspicion until word can be had
from Jerome, Arizona, where letters
est Session of Cabinet
have been written for further information. The suspects say they were
For Some Time.
working at Jerome previous to coming here and the police have conclusive evidence that the murdered man
was from the same place. And while
this information Is being obtained, DELEGATES WILL SAIL
the suspected trio will be confined In
ABOUT MIDDLE OF MAY
the county Jail. The transfer from
the city Jail to the more secure place
was made this afternoon by Chief of
Washington.
Police McMillln and a deputy sheriff.
April
12. Today's
Another feature of the circumstan- cabinet meeting was the shortest held
tial evidence against Koderlguez de- for some time.
The session lasted
veloped yesterday afternoon,
when only hulf an hour. At the conclusion
the trio were taken to tlie undertak- the names of the delegates to the
ing parlors to view the body. Two of peace conference were announced.
th men looked at the corpse com- They are: Joseph H. Choate, former
placently, but Koderlguez. It was no- nmbassudor tn Great Britain;
ticed, drew back and gave a little Horace porter, former ambassadorGen.
start as the shroud was removed. All France; I'. M. Rose, of Arkansas,to
three men will answer any question former president of the American
put to them but nothing of importliar association und now president of
ance has been obtained from what the Arkansas Bar
association; David
they say, excepting in the case of Jayne Hill, American
minister to tli
Koderlguez. whose story about being Netherlands and former
professor of
two miles from Uarr at the time of lntetTiulh.mil
law at the
Rochester
the accident has been found to be university;
Brig. Gen.
George B.
false.
Davis, Judge advocate general of tho
letters have been written to the I'niteil Stales army und former proauthorities ut Jerome and answers to fessor
of international
law at tho
them ure expected within a few days. ("lilted States
Military academy: Rear
If it can be proved that the men un- Admiral Charles
der urrest and the dead man left I'nlted States navy;i. Sperry, 1.of the
William
Buch
Jerome together and came all the anan, formerly
minister to Argentine
way here together, it will be another
mil
Panama
and
.if
chairman
the
strong piece of circumstantial
eviAmerican delegation to the l:i.. condence pointing toward Koderlguez as ference:
of Maine,
the guilty man. The police are con- formerly Chandler Hale,
secretary t the American
fident that the men under urrest know embas-- y
Vienna,
at
a son of Senator
how Hanaelas came to his death and
of the commission;
me sanguine of getting It out of them Hale.
Ui
James
Scott,
jaii
solicitor for th
quilting
before
the case.
department of state, expert In international law: Charles Henry Butler,
reporter for tin I'nited States suAPPEALS
preme court, expert attache.
The
delegates will sale from New York
l!ugu
for
The
about
the
middle
of
TO HIGHER COURT May
Y

A
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WAS NO
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Jurymen Worn Out by Forty Eight;
Hours ot Constant

t

Strain.
Nc
York April 12. 4:2."
Tim jury In the Thaw runt;
ttial. It uhn unable to agree

p in.

V

rcKrtcd
and was

discharged by .Tustlc' Fitzgerald. Tlio
liual vote, according to tlio nioagrc
mnorw obtainable by Uio Associated
tcwh at this hour, wnn wven for
murder In tlie llrst degree and live
lor acquittal.
The. llulo court clmmlier was pack-- !
to suffocation, but as tlx- - report of
tlio Jury was made, the stillness wax
Harry Tliaw wan visibly affected
when tlio news was communicated to
liim. lie gave evidence of tlio great
strain under which bo has been
and all but collapsed.
lie
luter expressed Mirpriho Hint lie did
not rocuivo an acquittal.
It in believed that tlio masterful
manner 1h which Jerome suin mcd up
MIIS. WM. THAW.
kv elvv
Krenrr tiiaw,
COTNTEfW OP YARMOUTH,
-Ills MoUier.
tlio ease wan responsible for tlie failllta Wife.
Hi4 Hlster.
ure) of tho Jury to agree.
Tlio action of the Jury was not unexpected, since It lias been evident
tor Uio past twenty-fou- r
hours that
the jurymen were no nearer an agreeNew York, April 12, 4:30 p. m. The jury in the Thaw trial reported to Justice Fitzgerald at
ment than tho duy tlio case was
4:30 o'clock that they had been
..
. .
LI. tu ayree on a
.1 .
placed in their hand.
uuame
anat mat
mere was no possibility of reaching
veraici
an
agreement.
The
immediately thanked the jury.
court
Tlie jurymen were almost worn out,
j. lie
having been under a constant strain men iur iuc,r service ana oraerea mem discnargeti.
hied into the court room at 4:25 o'clock. The announcement of
jury
for nearly forty-eighours.
It is
announced that the last poll of the jury showed seven
Wlion the news tluit the Jury was disagreement was made by foreman Deming B. Smith.
ubout to report reached tlie street, for conviction of murder in the first degree and five for acquittal.
whc.ro several thousand people were
.
.
U- .
. .
W'l
mussed, a liiisli fell almost instantly.
wnen me
announcement uas maae 1 naw grew pale and dropped into a chair utterly disconsolate.
livelyn Thaw burst into
A low murmur ran through
the tears, i usneu to ner
nusLand s side and threw her arms about his neck. "Cheer up Harry it will all come out right yet for us," she said."
crowd and tho icoplo surged toward
the court room. It was ail Uiat the
Thaw's counsel will at once apply to the Supreme Court to have him admitted to bail. District Attorney Jerome will fight
MH,lMracn stationed about tlie building could do to hold buck the mob this to the last. Jerome while disappointed,
says he would rather have had a disagreemen than acquittal, as it shows that not all
tiiat pressed about them. Then the
lows of tlie disagrceuient of tlie Jury of the jury believes the story told by Evelyn Thaw.
Thirty minutes after the jury reported a disagreement. Thaw was back in his
was reported. It was received with
cell at the Tombs.
cheer. Idsses und tlie wildest

'
Thaw Swooned in Chair and Evelyn Wept

1

1.

ht

semi-official-

ly

New York. April 12.

out

thirly-eig-

ht

After being
hours, the twelve for a discharge from further service. FAMOUS

Great crowds have gathered about
men in whose hands rests the fate
f Harry K. Thaw, went to breakfast the building all day, and fully 5,000
people
had blocked the streets by
shortly after 7 o'clock this morning.
They came not only in the
In spite of the long confinement the o'clock.

li

jurors showed little evidence of the
strain they had been under. They re
turned in me court building at 9
o'clock and resumed their delibera
tions.
The feeling that the Jury never will
reach an agreement
is growing
stronger every hour the jury remains
justice
out.
bitzgerald
announced
wnen he went home at 11:40 last
night that he would not return until

hope of securing quick news of the
verdict, but to catch a glimpse of
Kvelyn or some other member of the
Thaw family.
When Mrs. Thaw left
the building tn go to luncheon she
was all but mobbed and several score
of policemen had to make way for
her.
To the prisoner's mother und wife
the anxiety and strain are proving a
l'i:3U this morning unless sent for. far greater hardship than to Thaw
himself. The long delay Is also provThe Jurors early today did not give ing
very hard upon the counsel conany sign of wanting him.
nected with the case, the court offStatement for Publication.
and others whose business callj
icers
Thaw this morning, through his at
torneys, gave out the following state- them to the trial.
ment: I wish the Jury and everyone
else to understand that no one despises the person who carries concealed weapons any more than I do.
It was only after my life had been
put in Jeopardy, as I was informed
bv sevcraJ persons, and as was communicated to me by professional detectives, di.l I protect myself. Then
I
employed I'inkertons and they
could never prove these attempts so
could invoke protection of the law,
r disprove them, so I coul.l safely
continue defenseless. Then, doubting
inv Judgment I consulted an
of police a man respected in his
community anil he aiivlseii that my
duty was to protect myself.
"In this trial I wish my ease solely
and simply based upon the Jaw of
the state and upon the evidence
which had convinced not only me, as
I
reviewed all this evidence, but also
!he dlstriet attorney that I am Innocent under the written law of the
late."
M ust Kat Though Not Agreeing.
I'p to noon no word had been received from the jury. At 12:30 the
jury sent word to Captain Lynch that
they desired their luncheon ordered.
It will be served from a nearby restaurant, and in the Jury room. This
indicates that the Jury Is no nearer
i verdict than at any time since their
deliberations began. At 12:30 Justice
Fitzgerald ordered a recess until 2 p.
in.
lie lias not yet Indicated how
much longer he will hold the Jury.
Jury Trl- - Hard to Agree.
Apparently as far away from a ver.
diet an when they retired at 6:17 last
Wednesday evening, the Thaw Jury
continued today the task of trying to
reach some sort of agreement.
No
Aord whatever had come from the
uiry room up to 12:30, when Justice
Kitg.-ralordered recess until 2
''clock this afternoon.
The Thaw jury is breaking all records ly Its efforts to agree on one of
he four verdicts outlined by Fltx-rai- d
The most remarkable fea- .ire of the long consideration is the
ict that not once during the forty-i.re- e
imurs which have elapsed up to
.I today,
has the jury suggested
'.it .t could not agree
thus as'.:

ARTIST IS

BINGHAM

POLICE

BILL ONE OF KENTUCKY'S OLD

VISI1GCL0UDCR0,T
SIGNED BY MAYOR

j

I'loii.lcroft. N. M., Aprt! 12. Frederick Remington, the famous artist
and sculptor, has arrived here to
spend severul days sketching scenes
In and about this beautiful mountain
reBort.
Accompanying Remington, Is
Henry Smith a prominent politician
und lawyer of New York, and Gar-ne- tt
King, of Kl Paso, general agent
of the Kl Paso & Southwestern railroad. Mr. Remington has never visited (Moudcroft before and on this
trip he hopes to secure some sketches
that will add to his already magnificent collection.

OF

BUSINESS

NEVHORK

BURNED

HOUSES
OUT

No Doubt Will be Signed by Piano and Music Store of
More Than Fifty Years
Governor Hughes Who
Standing Destroyed.
Approves It.

-

SENSATIONAL CHANGES
EXPECTED TO FOLLOW

HARRY THAW

I

ef

--

(''
L-

.:

V

-

April 12. Mayor
has signed the Bingham police bill and has returned it to Albany for action by Cnvernor Hughes.
As the governor i known to favor
the measure, it eeems certain that he
will affix his signature and that the
measure will become law.
Sensational changes In the police
force of Greater New York are cerThe bill gives Potain to follow.
lice Commissioner Hingham power to
dispose of such inspectors as he may
see Jit, and provides for the reorganization of the detective bureau.
It gives the commissioner practically autocratic power In making
changes, so far as police inHpeclorj
and detective sergeants are
New

:'

-

'

'

'Ofe'
m

rJm

York,

hT.WU.VKl OH. Iri'K.VTKI
ON MtlllON TO CALASH
Chicago, April 12 The final motions to quash the indictment as a
whole against the Standard Oil were
overruled today. Ju'ie L,andis stated
that he had concluded 439 of the
counts bad and they were ruled out,
leaving 1463 that uill go to the Jury.
ITSKI.F
I'lTTsmiui imi:s
II A INDICATION.

I1
I'KIK
Pittsburg, Pa., April 12. The foreign guests were Riven the best the
city afforded in hotel accommodation,
rooms being engaged
one hundred
for them in Sehenley hotel, which
was the general headquarters of the
at the Counvisitors, twenty-sevetry club, and thirty at Fort Pitt.
Fast automobile service was maintained between the hotels and the
clubhouse. The guests were delighted with their treatment, and greatly
pleased with the sights and sounds
The
of the great industrial centre.
Pittsburg committee wus greatly
pleased that it was not obliged to
nd any of the visitors to a private
lloUe.
n

j

JUMPING FKOM WINDOWS
NINE FAMILfES ESCAPE

Uiuisville, April 12. A tire today
destroyed the piano and muslo store
'of the Smith & Nixon company. Loss,
$100, 000. A number of persons liv-- I
Ing on the upper floors were rescued
by the firemen.
The fire was fought
in the face of a tltzzard.

j
I

j

!

ti;xi:mi:nt hoi si: hukxs,
NO 1.1 VKS A III')
HIT

IjOST.

Cleveland, April 12. Men, women
and children Jumped from the third
story windows to escape death in a
fire in a tenement building early today.
Nine families were asleep on
the three Hours when the lire broke
out. A panic ensued and several
were injured by Jumping, although so
fur as known there were no fatalities.
The firemen rescued many with ladders. The property loss is small.
AT OI.I THICK
OF llATI.Mi T1IK JIAVS
Gomel, Itussla, April 12. A band
of reactionist rowdies, armed with
revolvers and knives, paraded the
principal streets today, entering Jewish stores and ordering
the merchants to leave town within three
days under pain of death. RepresenPretative Jews have telegraphed
mier Ktolypln and the governor of
llohliev asking for protection.
Kl'SSLVVS

ji.km:y

i

i ki;
i:.isi.i
pi.kasks .ovi:utm.

Trenton, N. J., April 12. The arrangement whereby the legislature
took a recess today In order to take
time to consider the vetoes by the
governor, greatly pleases the governor. He has not felt constrained to
hurry up his consideration of bills,
and llesurely and calmly has decided.
With an additional week at his command the governor has been able to
dispose of a load of business that
would have been too much for him
to dispose of (a the ordinary time.
He will be able to dispose of all within the rive days limit.

was iismissi:i, thi:
ri OIiiiom
I IT
THINKING THAT HIS
PIMSIIMF.XT

WAS ALREADY

DOES IT

PAYJOADERTISE?

SEVERE EMH'GH.
S
T
V 7 S
fYY
Caesar Grande,
was
Wednesday. The Kveniiig Clti- found guilty in police court yesterday
zeu
contained a few short lines
afternoon of having committed an us.
In the want column signed "Buy- sault upon Carlo Piehlonl, and was
rr."
The paper had not been
fined
and costs.
Immediately
on the street
hours until an
after being lined. Mr. Grande tiled an
answer to that advertisement
appeal of his case.
He gave a surehad
been
received at The till- ty bond for bis appearance
hen
zen office. Within twenty-fou- r
needed.
e hours, ten replies were received
Both men were arrested W ednesday
and delivered to the advertiser.
night by the local police, and while
Had the advertisement been ton- i'lcbloiii was locked up, Mr. Grand-secureiinued, probably there
would
by
his release
giving bond.
have been as many more replies
According to the testimony Die two
In the next twenty-fou- r
hours.
men quarreled over some trivial reThis Is only one Instance of what
mark made by Pichi.mi.
In tin)
a little want ad In The Citizen
tussle which ensued Pichloul's heaj
will do.
If you want anything
badly
ivas
cut with a club.
on earth, there in no better way
Plchioni wus dismissed. Judge Craig
get
to
it than to insert a few
apparently thinking that the healing
lines In The Kvening Citizen,
he had received at the bunds of
Does it pay to advertise?
An- Grande hud been ew-renough pun- a swer that question for yourself,
ishment for hint
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'ALBUQUERQUE

FAGB TWO.

Tilt

EVENING CITIZEM

EVENING

CITIZEN,

American Stage, Degenerating Today, Shows Urgent'
Need of a National Conservatory, Writes Mrs. Fiske

Tke Citizen Publfohiot Company

FRIDAY. APRIL

191.

12,

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

BATH

WANTED.
Woman at

WANTrilJ
avenue.

SUPPLIES

bor.

IjOAJS.

PROPERTY

PEllSONAIi

MONEY to LOAN

Ilom

r.
WANTKI
Girl for general house
SH11MIS TIIK CAM, OF
Planoa, Organs,
Furniture,
work. Apply to W. J. Johnson, 820 On
Bernhardt, who dusoiubed
Horses, Wagons and other Chattel!
West TIJeras road.
II Kit AS TIIK LEADING AMERIAND
WAREVVANTKI v To buy a three or four also on SALARIES
CAN AtTREKK cmMrriov OK
room house. Cheap for cash. No HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low aa
LAIII K STAGE BECOMING
lluyer This office.
commission.
and as high aa $200. Loans are
MENTABLE.
WANTED More wore for a first-cla- quickly made and strictly private.
hnnd laundry, Lace curtains a Time: One month to one rear given.
specialty. Satisfaction guaranteed. Goods remain in your
possession.
(Itv Minnie Maddim Pfckc.)
40M West TIJerns nvenue. (Colored.)
Mine. Hernhardt is right In saying
Our rates are reasonable Call and
OFFICIAL PAPER FOR
stylish sea ua before borrowing;.
WANTED Ladles wanting
that an art atmosphere should be deSoaps Nail
Itailt liruslics,
millinery and dressmaking, call on
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE veloped In the United States and that,
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
NtisMors,
ltruslicH,
Manicure.
Second
612
abundCrane,
In
Miss
North
although we have talent
Steamship tlcketa to and from all
Corn IHc,
street. Prices low.
Plasters,
Also apprenance, we arc hampered by the lack of
parts of the world.
tices wanted.
'Phone 944.
a great dramatic conservatory for Its
Shampoo Oram, llnlr Tonic,
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
by
training along aproved and systematic
stenoPosition
WANTED
male
Talcum Powder, Toilet Waters
'
31S West Railroad Ave.
lines.
grapher and bookkeeper. Age 27.
i:c. He.
Good
Experienced.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
recommendaIt Is shameful that our government,
tions and references. Address box
Open Evenings.
despite its watchful care for the ma12.
Albuquerque.
terial Interests of the people, shows
a
regard for the
seconda less enlightened
Gentleman-WANTED
civilizing influences of the higher
hand clothing. No. 615 South Firat
forms of art than Is shown by even
street,
south of viaduct. Send adEurope.
Our
the smaller countries of
dress and will call. R. J. Sweeney,
government Oops practically nothing
S
v,
proprietor.
to foster art of any kind.
I'nder the old dramatic regime, in
FOR It EXT.
what were known as the "palmy
rooms and
Foil KENT Furnished
days," the conditions provided pracWe have about $3,000 to loan In
g- -)
tents. 413 South Broadway.
tical training for actors. It was a
4
suiiut o $1,00 or loss on real eetnta
no
crude and unscientific training,
for light
llooms
KENT
FOK
rloubt, but It gave invaluable exper408 North Second street. M.'1'initj u. 8 per cent. N"i ua.
ience and produced technical facility.
FOR KENT Nicely furnished room;
apYoung
an
arduous
served
actors
electric light and bath. 419
Considers Summer Fad of prenticeship "learned their trade,"
avenue.
were under competent direcit
a?
Watering Places From Her tors, and they were obliged to qualiFOK KENT Pleasant,
rooms, near business center;
fy for each round of the ladder they
rate
Corner Sixth
reasonable.
Own Experience.
sought to climb. If they had talent
and Railroad. Apply at rear.
CO.
Occidental Life Building, Cor.
and intelligence, that school of the
FOK RENT Two all new housekeepactual theatre made them skillful
Jtallroud Ave. and Broadway.
they
time,
includcourse
rooms,
ing
players in
of
well furnished,
and
West Gold Ave.
ultimately reached the sphere for
ing electric lights, water and bath;
CONDITION OF POOR JOHN
619
14.00.
south and east front
which they were fitted.
Today no such school exists. The
West Railroad avenue.
E. P. Golvirtual banishment of the repertoire,
den.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
WHO REMAINED IN CITY tlu disappearance of the real stock
MARTIN A. KNAPP FAV- FOK KENT Light, airy,
companies, the playing of one part
rooms for rooming or light
for a long period, the extinction of
All rooms openhousekeeping.
the group of genuine stage directors
ing
on
Price, $1 per
outside.
the
to
things
contributed
have
all these
Minneapolis House,
week and up.
Sickness Gave New Ideas and deprive
the young player of the
A. T. Devore,
524 South Second.
schooling necessary to sound achieveProprietor.
Now Children go to Grandpa's
ment.
1
MACHINIST
FOR SALfi.
The stage Is infested by a mass of
2
But Wife Is at Home.
CARPENTERS,
young actors who have never had
BELL-BOYbig
cow,
be
Agood
3
will
FOR
SALE
the oportunity to ground themselves .MRS. MINNIE MADDERV FISKE. I IIOM A FAVORITE PHOTOGRAPH
2
George
See
COOKS,
Neher.
K.
soon.
fresh
OK TIIK WOMAN WHOM MME. BERNHARDT CALKS THE LEAD-- I
In the rudiments of the dramatic art,
2
STONE MASONS. "
N
(By tfcthcrine Allmiin.)
AM F.HI CAN AtrritKKK.
FOR SALE Party will sacrifice typeand whose natural talent is often
1
IRON MOLDER,
new.
good
as
Address
distressingly
writer,
cramped
or
vacations
hopelessly
subject
of Bummer
The
Eminent Economist Says Ex
5 HOUSE GIRLS,
Typewriter, care Citizen office.
was up before a bevy of fair women perverted. As the years go by and dude all those branches In which our ously
We
furnish clerical lit-l- a
Why
studied.
not the elemen
11 nd great wan
Jersey
the babel of tongues, the actors who obtained the thorough
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and found him oh, wicked tnaa
actually fishing! They hailed him
with reproaches and he ,crp.fully
raised his line. The hook Was baited
with a page from the Sunday-schomagaxlne. Harvey said he was giving the fishes a little spiritual In
He fished away for sevstructlnn.
eral hours with his religious bait,
and came back to camp disgusted because he "didn't catch nothing but
one onery campbelllte."

HOW THE SPORTS

ol

LIGHTLY TURN
TO ANGLING
April the Month When Fishing

Begins and Is Considered
More Enjoyable.
OLDEST SPORTWKICH HAS
SURVIVED TO THIS DAY
Dame Juliana First Writer on
Fishing Whose Book is Extent
Cleveland One of Latest.

at

(By Frederic J. Hakln.)
Bursting buds may herald the com- Ins of oprins to the poet, but young
America looks for the fishing tackle
In the store window.
It Is the sure
establish
sltrn.
In a snortlnsr-a-ooc- s
rrwnt in the city the window is niled
with fine rods and reels and nets and
all that is beanty and expense. In
the country store there are hooks and
lines and maybe one or two Jointed
rods, which outside the front door.
leaning against the house, is a bun
die of long bamboo poleA Alany an
honest angler will get out the old
cigar box with its lines anu hooks,
veterans of mighty contests in the
deep, and go to the woods, trusting
In Providence to provide the sapling
that shall make the fishing pole.
Anglers have been arbitrarily dl
vided into two cIuwkIb those who
use "rods"
and those who use
polos." This Is very wrong, for If
the two shall meet on a riverside, and
if they both shall be true to the
sport, they shall be comrades in the
soul, tsnd no rules of caste Bhall keep
them separate. For a long time the
controversy has waged, away from
the pools and riffles, whether the
country boy with the alder pole is
superior or Inferior as a sportsman
to the city chap with his fine tackle.
Robert B. Roosevelt, an enthusiastic
angler, said that the testimony of
elderly gentlemen
to the contrary
notwithstanding,
the best tackle
meant tho best sport if the angler
knew his business. Eugene Field, a
confessed nrestde fisherman, champions the pole as against the rod.
Me King:

invade a pickerel hole,
a troutlng brook,
I'll take along an alder pole
use
a limerick hook,
And
(it ntyllnh tackle, fair to see,
1et modern sportsmen prate.
But leave the modest bob to nie,
for bait.
With angle-worm- s
'Vhen

1

Or seek

to
this is without reference
those expert anglers who think fly
casting the beginning and the end of
the sport, for in April even the
f.peckled beauty of the mountain
hrook will not rise to the lure of
a fly. but must be tempted with a
bifi juicy worm.
Fishing begins in
April In most of the fair dominion
of the United States, and it is In
April that everybody wants to go, for
then the trout and the black bass
and the toothsome perch will all bite.
Even if there be no Hah, there will
bair and young leaves and good
exercise and a fine appetite. A man
(times home a better man, morally
Kverybody knows
and physically.
that elongated fish stories are not
chargeable against one's morality.
Is it right to go
on Sunday? There are many men and boys,
and some girls, who do. In the cities
where men and women cannot
gjet away from work and Indoors and coal soot nt any other
time, it isn't looked upon as such a
sinful thing to do. Hut in the rural
districts the Sunday fisherman is still
tabooed. In a little country town In
Missouri there is a fisherman of wide
repute named Harvey Morrow. Har-e- y
Is a good Methodist and wouldn't
think of doing anything against the
rules of his church, but on a camping trip which lasts a month there
ill be Sundays,
or no.
whether
Harvey was restless on a certain Sunday in camp, and late in the afternoon was seen to steal away up the
magazine
river with a Sunday-schoin his hand. The boys followed him,
And

-

pos-xlb-

ly

ol

SHORT TALKS BY
L. T. COOPER.
MEDICINE.

It's carious what

medicine will do.

some people believe
They seem to think
because I advertise
my preparations I
claim they will cure
anything and every
thing. Well, I don't.
The other day I
tot a letter from a
woman who said
her husband bad
been in bed eighteen

years with paralysis. She had bought
seven bottles ot the
Cooper medicines
and ber husband
was still in bed

r

She stated that I was a scoundrel, a robber
and various other pleasant things.
Now the only thing I claim for Cooper's
New Discovery is that it will put the
stomach in working order. 1 know that
if this it done, rheumatism, constipation,
kidney and liver troubles, nervousness,
and the general tired out, despondent feeling will disappear in ninety-nin- e
casca out
of a hundred. I know this medicine to be
a fine tonio which used twice a year will
throw off impurities and add flesh, strength
and tone to the entire system. But it
will not do the impossible.
No medicine
on earth will do mora than help nature.
Certain diseases are beyond all medicine,
although Cod in bis wisdom may some
day give us frail bumans
knowledge
of how to cure them. At present I know
Cooper's New Discovery to be as thoroughly efficient a medicine as was ever on
the market, and people who will take it
fur the common ills to which flesh is bcir
will he more than satisfied.
Here it a letter Irom one who has tried:
''For a long time I have suffered from
severe headaches, weakness, and pains in
my hack and sides."
"Nothing I tried gave me relief, and a
friend advised me to try your medicine.
I improved from the first week. My backache and headache left me and 1 felt
mytilf growing stronger. My appetite
increased and I fait greatly improved in
every way, I am indeed thankful for the
benefit I have received." Miss Jennie
Uaacsoc, No. 18 15th Avenue, West,
Duiuth, Minn.
have sold and are selling great
qusAti.K of tuee tum jut mcdiciaea.
We

Angling is the oldest and best of
the sports we know today. Itows and
arrows aren't in fashion for hunting
nowadays, but the fishhook Is nearly
as old as the arrow. Even the artificial fly designed to tempt the fish
to the top of the water Is at least
as old as the Christian era. A writer
In the second century describes the
use in Macedonia of "red wool bound
about a hook with two cock feathers"
as a fly.
In English literature the first book
on fishing now extant is the treatise
attributed to Dame Juliana Berners,
which was printed In 146, four years
after Columbus discovered the western world. Doubt has been cast by
carping critics upon the authorship
of the treatise. Just as doubt has been
cast upon the authorship of Shakespeare's plays, but all true sportsmen love to believe that Dame Juliana Berners, prioress of the nunnery
of Sopwell, near St. Albans, is the
mother of anglers, and really wrote
the book which we know was printed
in 1498.
She couldn't spell, Dame
Juliana couldn't, but she did know
In her "treatysse on
how to fish.
fysshynge" she tells about the habits
of various fish, the kinds of bait that
tempt them, the weather that Is good
for fishermen, and otters much adrods, coloring
vice about baking
and the
lines, constructing floats,
like. As she quotes from older books,
prove
now lost, to
her contentions, it
may be that In angling as In the rest
of the life on this sphere, there Is
nothing new under the sun.
Dame Juliana declares that It is
best to fish In the morning from 4
to 8 o'clock, and in the afternoon
To
from 4 to 8, resting at noon-timthis all anglers will now agree. In
our own time we have Grover Cleveland, who writes of fishing and statecraft, and prefers fishing. He said
"there can be no doubt that true
promise of Industrial peace, of contented labor, and of healthful moderation in the pursuit of wealth. In this
democratic country of ours, would be
infinitely Improved it a large share
of the time which has been devoted
to the concoction of trust and business combinations had been spent
In fishing."
It was this same Mr.
Cleveland who defended the anglers
from unkind attacks and demonstrated that a fisherman's word was always as good as gold, even when concerning the fish that got away lust
before he was landed.
Angling is a true sport.
Dame
Rerners said It was the best ot all
"dlsportes," and, like other true
sports, it has a code of ethics. A
true angler will not be wanton In destruction of fish. He will not needlessly destroy young fish, and he will
not descend to the level of slaying
Thus,
for the sake of slaughter.
when he angles for black bass and
he catches three or four rock-bus- s,
he Is put out. He isn't fishing for a
number of fish, but for the pleasure
of the fight with the King of Game
Fishes. If he can catch black bass,
the more the merrier. This Is a code
which binds only the grown-up- s
and
veterans, of course, for every boy is
angler,
an
and to him a fish is a fish,
and all fish are good to add to "the
faring."
George Washington was an enthusiastic angler. "It is of record,"
said "Sunset" Cox, "that when the
Pilgrims went to King James for
their charter they said that they
to go to the new world to worship God and catch fish." Daniel
Webster composed his greatest ora-t'o- n
knee-dee- p
in a trout stream.
Henry Van Dyke finds inspiration In
the rod and line.
Dr. George W.
liethune was our American Walton.
Thf se Americans come down in descent from an illustrious line of English anglers Shakespeare, Sam John-Rorare Hen Jonson, Spenser, Lamb,
1'ope, Scott. Burke, Davy and many
more.
But greatest of them all is Father
I.saak Walton, and, next to him, his
Charles Cotton. From
the modest introduction ending with:
"I shall stay him no longer than to
wish him a rainy evening to read this
following discourse; and that (If he
be an honest angler) the east wind
may never blow when he goes
until the close of the book,
where the blessing is Invoked "uopn
all that are lovers of virtue, and trust
in Providence, and be quiet and go
goodness and
is
there
sweetness and pure delight in the
blessings of nature for the reader of
the "Compleat
Angler."
It sent
Washington Irving to the woods mad
as Don Quixote. No man can read
it and stay oft the creek.
But there be good fishermen who
have never heard of Isaak Walton.
and there be lovers of Walton who
cannot catch flsh. From Dame Juli
ana down to Grover Cleveland, the
angling writers have all agreed that
the true fisherman is, like a poet,
born, and not made. Possiblv thev
are right. Possibly one must be born
to the art.
But there is a time of
year when it isn't so. It is Aniil
now, and everybody wants to go
lyet it be erch or bass or
lowly catfish or a mere tiny sun-fis- h
there is ample reward in one
tish for a day's tramp. "Nature hath
endless aspects; to the angler she
doth her beauties and her glories unfold," said honest Charles
Walton
nearly 3U0 years ago.
And the
boy,
yearning to discard
American
shoes and stockings, digging bait in
tne hack yard, knows the truth of It
is well as the poet knew it. and the
poet knew It from on High.
"
Let m go
e.
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RUSSIAN CITY WITH SECRET SPIES
BOTH SIDE IX THE STEUEXnERG
CASE
STRAINING
MOID Ell
EVERY EFFORT AND SPENDING
MUCH MONEY IX PREPARA- -

center of world Interest. The first
trial In the celebrated case growing
out of the murder of former Gov
Frank Steunenberg has been set for
May 9, when Wm. D. Haywood, sec
retary of the Western Federation of
Miners, will be arraigned.
While the murder of Steunenberg
was committed In the little town of
Caldwell, Canyon-cthis city has
been headquarters for all those con'
concerned in the case. Moyer. Hay
wood and Pettlbone were transferred
to the Ada-c- o
Jail here because it
offered more comfortable quarters
be
than could
afforded by the jail at
Caldwell.
Gov. Frank It. Gooding, who has
been In charge of the prosecution
on behalf of the state. Is here. At
torney J. H. Hawley, leading counsel
for the state, and his associate. Sen
ator W. K. Borah, one of the greatest
legal lights in this section of the
country, are members of the capital
city bar.
Attorney J. N". Nugent, who has
been in active charge of the preparation of the case of the defense, established an office here soon after
the arrest of the prisoners and has
spent much of his time In this city
Also, and of large importance. Is
the fact that Boise has been head
quarters for the detectives employed
in the case. They have been em
ployed by flocks and shoals, by both
the prosecution and defense. Numbers of them have been encamped
here ever since the beginning to keep
tab on the main figures in the case
and to learn the business of strangers
coming here as prospective witnesses
ror consultation with the lawyers.
No town even In Russia was ever
more completely under the eye of
secret service agents.
There has been no lack of funds
for the preparation of the case. The
legislature appropriated 150,000 for
the prosecution and the bill that Is
accumulating against the state will
crowd the eapltol when it Is carried
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OF FRUIT

TREES

lr. t F. Kdmonston, of Columbia,
Mo., was among
the arrivals on

Thursday's excursion, says the Es- tancla News. He has shipped from
old Missoo a carload of fruit trees.
mostly apple, which he in company
with Mr. Vlvlon will put out on their
claims northwest of town. They have
inout lll.&uo trees in the car.
These gentlemen are experienced
nurserymen und have decided that
the Estancia Valley is an Ideal place
for the location of a nursery. They
have their land oil ready and will
begin the setting of the trees immediately
on
They
their arrival.
have good wells with plenty of water
and will see that the trees do not
want for this necessity, and will
without doubt reap the benefit of
their foresight In this matter.
Thr-rIs more Catarrn in tnia section
of the country than all other
diseases
put together, and until the lust few
yeara
was supposeu to be incurable.
For a
gnat many yeara doctora pronounced
a lo;al disease and prescribed local rem-It
edies, and by constantly falling to cure
with local treatment, pronounced incurable.
Science has proven catarrh to
be a constitutional disease ana
therefore
requires constitutional treatment.
s
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by Hall
J
Cheney ft Co., Toledo. Ohio, Is theFonly
constitutional cure on the market, it
Is taken Internally In dosea from in
drops to a teaspoonful.
acta directly
on the blood and mucous It
surfaces of the
system. They offer one hundred
dollars
ior any case it tans to cure. Bend for
circulars and testimonials.
Address:
F. J. CHfcNEY & Cv.,
Toledo, Ohio.
Pold by all Druggists. 75c.
Take Hall's r'amtly Pills for
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Uio Wcwtern Federation of Minora Official to be Placed on

at Boise, Idaho,

Trial

in.

The prisoners have been provided
with funds by the worktngtnen of the
country. There was an uprising of
tne workers when the prisoners were
kidnapped from Colorado and It has
not subsided. The Workingmen have
retniorcea their resolutions by con
tributing money sufficent to enable
tne prisoners to meet the tremendous
resources of the opposition.
Both sides have scoured all the
western country for witnesses. Sec
ret agents and lawyers have been en
gaged In the hunt. They have visited every mining camp In Idaho,
Ltan, Colorado, Wyoming and Mon
tana that ottered the slightest hope
ot evidence. They not only prose
cuted original reasearch but, so far
as possible, trailed the agents of the
opposition.

I
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TRIAL, IS OVERRUN LIKE

Boise, Idaho, April 12. Signs are
now clear enough, if ever there was
a doubt, that this spot will soon be

Tim Kit

April 7.
Henry Dunster. late president of Cambridge college, arraigned
before the court for refusing to have
his jnfant baptized.
107 Samuel Jennings reads to
Lord Cornbury a sharp remonstrance
passed by the New Jersey assembly,
against his acceptance of bribes and
"his new method of government."
17SS
Founding of Marietta, the
first permanent
settlement, by the
Ohio company.
1863 Admiral Dupont with a powerful fleet of lrou-claattempts to
take Charleston; the confederates disable five of seven monitors and sink
the "Keokuk."
161"

April 8.
1793 Kdinond C Genet, minister
of France, arrives at Charleston and
provides to fit out privateers, etc., for
France lu her war with Great Britain.
1834
New York City has an election riot; political meetings are broken up, business In Wall street suspended and citizens are armed.
1838 Steam navigation across the
Atlantic is established;
the Great
Western steamship sails from Bristol
to New York In fifteen days.
1864 Battle Sabine Cross I toads.
The Bed river expedition, 12,000
strong, is defeated and routed by 11,.
ooo confederates under General Richard Taylor.
1865 At Appomattox station, General Sheridan succeeds in thrusting in
General Lee's front General George
A. Custer's cavalry; it drivea the confederates toward the court house.
General Lee sends second letter to
General Grant proposing negotiations
tor peace, nut denying a purpose of
surrender.
a
having descended
the St. Joseph, the Illinois, and the
Mississippi rivers to the sea, takes
possession of the great valley for
Louis XIV, and calls in Louisiana.
1780 Charleston
is
invaded by
British land and naval forces under
Sir Henry Clinton.
1784
George lit. ratfies the detinue treaty recognizing the Independence and establishing the boundaries
of the United States.
1865 At two o'clock, (Palm Sunday) General Robert E. Lee attended
by staff officers, meets General Grant
ami a formal surrender of the army
"f northern Virginia is made.
April 10.
732
The
Mississippi
company
presents Its charter to the crown.
April II.
1S12
Four British barges are taken in Hampton Boads by the United
States frigate Constellation and reve-- n
uu cutter, Jefferson, eighty prisoners.
156
Congress abolishes slavery In
the District of Columbia.
April 12.
17S8
The first power loom is set
up in Philadelphia.
1 86 1
open fire on
Confederates
Fort Sumter.
April 13.
t7 76 Washington and main part
army arrive in New York from Cambridge; he has about 8,000 effective
Atii.il
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Salle,

1

men.

petition in bankruptcy was filed
he district court
yesterday
by
James J. Spears, who has conducted a
A

in

Jewelry repair shop on Gold avenue
Kfuturu1 I is, l.lll t lua o
for miniA lima
1737, and hU assets 155. His creditor are
men.

ADA-CJAIL WHEKE THE MIXERS'
VXIOX
OFFICIALS
ARE
HELD. OX THE I PPER FLOOR IS THE 4'Ol'HT KOOM WHKKETIIE
TRIAL WILL BEGIN MAY .
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IS AFTER

THE

MONEY

Pay Your Pol!
.000
Only Half Enough Percentage Paid for Each Pupil.
TaA-$25-

Gentlemen: Acurding to the report of Superintendent
Hudiev. the
gratifying sum of over twenty-fiv- e
thousand IT.. 000. 00) dollars was col
lected last year as poll tax. No doubt
this Is a very much larger sum than
has even before been realized from
this source, but I am sure you will
agree with me that the amount should
te doubled during the present year.
After making due allowance for all
d
male citizens who are not
there are not fewer than sixty thousand who should pay poll tax. In the
words of Superintendent Hadlev. "it
is a real blessing to many persons to
be made to pay this tax, it gives them
a different Interest In the schools
when they have a little money Invest
ed In them, even If this money Is
wrung from those liable for poll tax.
Although more families ore 'long' on
children and 'short' on property, it
is a very rare case when to pay poll
tax works any hardship.
The poll
tax law is one of the easiest on our
statutes to enforce, and the efficiency
of the enforcement is a pretty sure
Index of the efficiency of the school
officers whose business it is to collect
this tax.
While It Is the special
duty of the clerk of the district- board
to make this collection. It Is the duty
of the county superintendent to see
that the clerks do so."
According to law, the clerks of the
various district boards should
be
collecting poll tax now, I am, therefore, sending you the following notes.
These notes are made from the following sections which I urge you to
consult: Compiled Laws of 1897, Sections 1549 to 1551, Inclusive, and Sec
tlon V, Chapter XXVII, Laws of 1801.
d
First All
male persons
over 21 years of ag'i are subject to
poll tax.
Second The county assessor shall
file lists of persons liable to pay poll
tax In each district with the clerk of
the respective district.
Third Clerks shall collect poll
tax and pay the same to the county
treasurer, who shall pay the clerk
10 per cent of gross amount collected.
Fourth Clerks shall make copies
of lists of persons liable for poll tax
and post them in conspicuous places
on or before the lirst Monday of
April.
Fifth Clerks shall make u full report in writing to the county superintendent.
Sixth Clerks are empowered to
bring suit for collection.
Seventh No property Is exempt
from execution.
Eighth Justices of the peace and
able-bodie-

-

able-bodie-

constables shall not demand fees In
advance.
Ninth Poll tax collection bill Dro- vldes that on demand of clerk of
school board, the employer of men
liable to payment of poll tax shall
furnish list of names. If clerk finds
names of persons, who have not paid
such tux, employer shall pay same
ana ueuuci rrom wages of employe.
Based upon the number of pupils
enrolled in the schools last year, the
respective umnunts collected per pupil were us follows: Bernalillo county
cents, (. naves &z cents, Colfax 64
cents, Dona Ana 88 cents, Eddy 27
cents, uraat a cents, Guadalupe 74
cents, Lincoln 85 cents, Luna 4 2
cents, McKlnley $1.82, Mora 57 cents,
Sandoval 4 3 cents, San Juan 74 cents,
San Miguel 4 cents, Santa Fe 29
cents, Valencia $1.08, Otero 67 cents,
mo Arrioa uu cents, Koosevelt 04
Cents, Quuy 82 cents.
Trusting that each county superintendent will make heroic effort to
double 'the collection of poll tax in
his county, 1 am,
Yours very sincerely,
J. E. CLAKK.
Superintendent of Public Instruction.
Santa Fe, N. M., April 10, 1907.
P. S. Please make your annual report for this year cover the period
from June 1, 1906 to June 15, 1907.
CI1RI STI A X !: X DEAVOIt El S
MEET IX TEX X ES.SEE.

AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVEN-INCITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS.
ot
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J. D. Eakla, President
O. GIota!, Vice President.

ChM. Mellnl, lecrettrr
O. Btcbechl, TreMmrez.

Consolidated Liquor Company
Success ore to

.

MELINI A EAKIN, and SACHECHI

4

GIOMI.

WMOLKBALK DIALtmm IN

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
W

kitp tvtrythlng la
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mott ftslldloat bar compltf

Have been appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest for Ilea, S.
Schlltx, Wm. Lamp and St Louie A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone.
Green River, VV. H. McBrayer'e Cedar Brook, Louis Hunter, T.J. Mon.
arch, and oUisr sUndsrd brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
Bat sell the straight article as received by us from the best Uerlee,
Distilleries and Breweries In the United Stat s. Call and Inspect oar
Stock end Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Prle Usi
Issued to dealers only.

Albuquerque

Foundry and Machine Works
F. J. MALL, Proprietor
Castings; Ore. Coal

Memphis, Temi., April 12. Tho
eighteenth annual convention of the
Tennessee Christian Endeavor union
opened In this city today to stay until
the 14th. All sessions are being held
In
the Court Avenue Presbyterian
church. Sunrise meetings will also be
hel.l in the McLemore Ave. Presbyterian church, und the Bellevue Avenue Baptist church. The Junior rally
on Sunday afternoon Is expected to
be the most prominent feature of the

Iron and Brass
and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron
i
Fronts for Buildings.
Hmmlr oh Mining mnd mill Maehlnorr m polalty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.

RHEUMATIC FOLKS.
Arc You Sure Your Kidneys arc Well?
Many rheumatic attacks are due to
uric acid In the blood. But the duty
of the kidneys is to remove all uric
add from the blood. Its presence there
shows the kidneys are Inactive. Don't
dally witli "uric acid solvents." You
might go on Ull doomsday with them,
but until you cure the kidneys you
will never get well.
Doan's Kidney
Pills not only remove uric acid, but
cure the kidneys and then all danger
from uric acid is ended.
Anselmo Armijo, living at 124 Cer-rillwreet, Sunta Fe, N. M., says:
"For several years my wlfo suffered a
great deal from backiu.hu, pain In
the back of her head and rheumatism.
Medicines that she usied proved of little or no avuil until she commenced
with Doaji's Kidney Pills, which we
bud the good fortune to learn of and
procured a box at Ireland's Pharmacy. The genuineness of this medicine as a cure for the kidneys was
amply proven in her case. After using
live boxes she was a well woman and
has enjoyed good health ever since.
1 make
this alatement unsolicited being prompted to do so that I may
my
appreciation of this remedy,
show
uoaii s jviuney mis.
For sale by all denllers. Price 50c
Foster-Mllbur- n
Co.. Buffalo. N.
Y..
sole agents for the United Slates.
Kemeinber the name Doaii's and
take no other,
19.
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LEGAL TECHNICALITY

1

IllDAY.

'APRIL'!,1 Iwl.

Plir .Ttilrd, Degree Coming.

irhlc.h Mr. Harrlman will read wltti aom InAttorney General Stead. Mr.
According 1
terest.
Harrlmnn and hln Awoclates made $24,648, 00 out of
Ihr Alton manipulations, nnd he declares that "as a
result of this enormous prollt the railroad companies
The compan
nre thrown Into hopeless bankruptcy."
ies Involved In these Alton deals, so Mr. Stead says, hava
Increased their Indebtedness over $80,000,000 slnca they
fell Into llarrlman'n hands, nnd only $22,500,000 of this
amount has been Incurred for Improvements, better
ment or extension of the road..

RoyerrwiT

CITIZEN

THE ALBUQUERQUE

OIlIZEM.

I

1

New

Goods
Just
In

J. mux tlilleaplc, munlerer 01 nn Kisier uno cu..
Nevada recently had a great boom in lis mining
demned to execution three years ngo. h.is been turned
I
.,. w.,.
,
bu;
guilt,
More recently It has nua a great ooum m
his
of
stocks.
anv
doubt
there was
. v I ..
upon' a mere legal technicality. There Is In the tin- - actual mining and prospecting.. It will soon have a
regreen
cloth
timml constitution and in the constitutions of nearly gambling boom, us the knights of the
of- - garri It as their land of promise.
all the states, a provision that no one, for the same
reuse, shall be twice put In Jeopardy of life or limu
railroad attorney describes the Alton deal us no
Hv a legal technicality, which may well be called a
Oddly enough. It wasn't to the man
h to the public.
legal fiction, courts have decided that when a Jury
I
Mamma, mamma, come here quick.
sworn In to try a criminal, then that criminal Is put In wn ma,i(. t( either.
I'm 'frald I'm goin 'ter get Initiated.
or
limb.
life
of
ieonardv
OFT OF TIIR
STHON'G jFEATCRKS
A Jury
a sworn in to try Gillespie on the charge
OliniNAHY FFRNITTIXE
of our bargains in china, glass and
was
porcelain ware are their artistic derules here (lots of "ordinaries' elseof murder. It was found that one of the Jurors
JOHN L. SULLIVAN GIVES
m
signing, their fine coloring, where
where) odd pieces to please the art
a relative by marriage of one of the defendants. Th
colors are appropriate, their strength,
lover and make a room look not like
presiding Judge decided the Jury to be Illegal and
OPINION OF GOV. HUGHES
their full value for the money we ask
I HI
I H
Another Jury was summoned, was sworn
it
a wareroom but the resort oj" cultured
you to spend for them. But how are
I.
OCXXX(X00000X)C0X)OOOOOOC000f
m
til
seyou going to know of this store's atNow,
people. You are free to see and
a
In. and tiled Gillespie, finding him guiliy.
tractions unless you see them? We
lect even if you don't buy for a month
supreme court of Indiana, the murder having hwn com
We have heretofore evidenced a high regard for
request you to see.
more.
or
mitted In that state, has decided that Gillespie was pui the latter-da- y
saying: and illuminating ruminations of
sworn
Danny's Motto.
in Jeopardy of Ms life when the Prst Jury was
John Lawrence Sullivan, erstwhile champion heavy
1 like a good graft
In though they never entered upon the trial and weight pugilist of the world, and present heavyweight
a door at the back.
With
that consequently his trial by the second Jury was il philosopher! Mr. Sullivan Is a democrat by nature and
You don't catch me
Comment a radical by reason of environment and early training,
legal, and he therefore Is now a free man.
In a cul de sac.
says lie believes 111 straight Jabs, quick uppercuts, and knock
O
ing on this case, the Louisville Coutier-JntirtnMoral Is Plain.
or tne
and Its remarks are of Interest In connection with tho outs. He Is tin
"Ijittle sharp today,' 'observed the
Thaw trial:
dles, and sets great store by the physical examples of man who advertises.
"I.lttln dull around here." respond
'It Is rather absurd in almost all cases to say t h:ita AJax. Hercules, Goliath, Samson, et al
ed the man who does not.
n man asfiiiuA of murder Is nut in Jeonnrdv when
Advancing years have crowned the old warrior's
O
Jury Is sworn to try him. He Is In but little more dan head with snowy whiteness, but clothed his Intellect
Not likely.
"Now, as to this Ohio senator."
ger than the participant In a French duel. In a murder with itieater dignity nnd much greater calm. States,
Yes?"
case In the United States a Jury Is usually impaneled to I
d llnaine valn things, but Mr. Sullivan
'He seems to want u. fight."
In dange'.
acquit, and the defendant, so far from
,,s
ln patience and quietly views events
Well, I hardly think he ll have to
We have from me.,tailv far from the madding crowd's ignoble strife shoot himself up.
is on the high road to vindication.
O
eight to ten thousand homicides In the lulled Mates
Nominations to the Ananias club disturb not the
Tlio Munlt'iNil Family.
every y.ar, at least
of which are com- - sweet and n)PUow serenity of his happier days, and his
"Home
is
mother
of clvlliza
the
.
blooded murders or cases of voluntary manslaughter.!
ttjjUstnlent9 of affairs me marked by tion."
What city Is the father?"
of these thousands of murderers we execute a hundred I gobpr rPMctn and mature analysis.
Nat,
.fa'I don't know.
Boston is the
, , ow Mr sulllvnn is giving forth his studied
or two by law and a few by mobs. The men who are I
Hub."
hanged have no money or they make the mistake ' I estimate of Governor Hughes, of New York. Mr. Sul
a
A few frile idioms Danny is nowThe man who has money l ljvan j.,,,,, 1)rst to nave taken note of Governor Hughes
employing honest lawyers.
to
forget:
trying
and employs a criminal lawyer who is a real criminal, I w hf.n ,,e jearnej that the gentleman had been deslgnat- I'lunderbund.
Is not In Jeopardy.
He Is in about the safest plac ed "an animated feather duster."
A feather duster,"
Loot.
fteward.
there Is ln the country.
observes this rare philosopher, "is not to blame for
I'llferlng.
"Murder Is about ten or twenty times as frequent being a feather duster. No more so than a girl baby
Gang.
in this country as In Great Mritaln, France or Germany. is to blame for being a girl. The point Is, being a
The reason fur this Is that over there it Is punished. feather duster, be an animated one' while you ire
Thief.
Robber.
while here it is not, except ln the cases of people W'hoaDOUt jt
Constructed on Scientific
lie counter.
The doctrine that a man
have virtually no defense.
Wcr, Socrates. Confucius, or any other ancient and
&
must not be put twice in Jeopardy for the same offense
authority upon matters of such Import
A False Abmn.
Principles.
The siren song of the mocking
is a wholesome one, if properly construed.
Itut the ..ii..- - nii.ltf nnd nssembllnir the wisdom of the nees
bird echoed over the sleeping city
position that the mere swearing of a jury to do whatnto rj,lgK sentences pregnant with
trusty blacks rushed from their
the court will not allow it to attempt puts a man in I meaning, not one could state so superb a rule of con- - The
stalls and the fire laddies slid half
See Them.
Call
Jeopardy, is a refinement that could only have origin- - uU,.t nlore happily! In his own way, Mr. Sullivan reach-ate- d clad into their places.
Down the
with clatter and bang the city's
In the brain of a lawyer hired to promote the es-luuim;lte height of dispassionate reasoning, and lays street
protectors rushed to the conflagracape of a criminal.
Our laws should be framed and I mnvn In
English a golden rule the
tion. A belated bystander flagged the
with a view to prevent murder and not tolowtnK r wi,0h leads to perfect success in this life:
driver and thu steaming horses were
I
promote it.
"Take it from John L.. this man Is no quitter. He's brought to a standstill.
"It's a false
"Go back," he said;
got the real fighting face, all right. The minute I look- - alarm.
Only a little spontaneous com
up
ve
a
man
I ed
saw
over
mm
l
iuuiij
mzeii
l
ui
h.
bustion of sulphur and brimstone ui
APPPAI IU L.Ummi53JUitKS
ArrtAL
(ho rlnBs1ae, nna lim ,,ot liable to make a mistake. at the War Cry olliee. I'ts Just Dare.
I
No? air; take it from ine, this fellow will never lie down Devil Danny trying to 'burn up' Th
The attention of the Bernalillo county commissioners is called to th? condition of the public road running in a fight. Strikes me he must be good at footwork, Evening CMtJUsen again."
a
down the valley on the east side of the river. It Is too.
Have you 'seen that colored boy who
legs
off
and gooes around
has
both
many
now Impassable, by reason of overflow from the
a man
"I looked at him as I've looked at
the division
using
his arms
for
crutches? simply make a report toman
acequlas.
At the south end of the first little villaKe I of his aize, and bigger, but I got the shivers w hen he Wouldn't
is piaceu
superintendent ana tne
you naturally
think
that
below Barelas, and east of the tracks, water from the I trained those big, cold eyes on mo. Says I to myself. going through life with your horizod with me for Instructions.
I
acequlas has converted the road into a quagmire, I 'This here feller's got 'em all skinned a mile in the on a line with other people's knee?
would sort of make a pessimist of a
Islzing-u- p
through which a vehicle cannot pass.
game. He's got 'em beat (he moment he puts person?
Call a Messenger and Send Me Your Work.
That's what I thought, und
This condition has lasted for. several weeks, con-- I eyes on 'em.'
I got fooled,' '
tinually growing worse.
1 saw hinv the other day leaning up
Even some houses upon thai
"Now, take John L.'s lip: 'Any man that goes Into
roadside below the village are In danger of being under-- I the ring with Governor Hughes will be taking the count against the sunny side of a 'done
building. I thought maybe I could
.lames Davis, who came here some
I
mined. The native farmers down there say the cause I by the fifth round, and hail the gong with a yelp of joy.' get
Wist Gold Avenue
ago from St. Louis. Mo., with
I
story
so
approach
out
him,
time
of
a
of the water's overflowing into the road is that the rail- - I If there's a yellow streak in his body, there ain't any ed him In my useful tactful manner, his wife and two children, died last
road has shut off the drainage canals through which the microscope that would discover It.
"I feel very sorry for you," I ven night about 11 o'clock at St. Joseph'3
hospital. Before going to me
surplus water was formerly carried away.
Some of
"Here's what he said to me after looking at nie tured.
The Old, The Genuine, The Incomparable
Wilson lived at !))4 South Third
rolled Ills eyes at me "G'wan
the American settlers in the valley say that the caus: steadily for a minute and shaking my hand: 'John, youHe pimply-faced
The body will probably be
printuh's devil; 1 street.
Iyouls
can be found in the turning In of too high a head of there are times I wish I had your
burial.
Now, don' want none o' yuh sympathy."
for
sent to St.
"Ain't it pretty tough not to have
water for the depth of the ditches.
what do you think of that?"
colored, who
I asked.
any
legs,"
Charles Fiell
Whatever the cause may be, there can be no douot
The old gladiator's words i ing true! He presents
"I.algs, lulgs, boy! Why. chile, not
the cook for l'ete Denilli, at his
of the condition as described. It is Impossible for the I the governor of the Empire State with a certificate of havln' no laigs is the nines' thing out restaurant
on South Fourth street,
people In the east side of the valley, opposite Pajarito, J character w hich he no doubt richly deserves, and w hich Didn' yuh evah stop to figuh out died la.st night of chronic complaint.
to come to tow n or to return to their homes without I it he has followed the mental gyrations of Mr. Sullivan what a lot lib misery a man what at his home. 311 North sevenui
The exquisite lono and high quality of workmanship ami finish have
Say, boy; street. No funeral arrangements nave
got no laigs misses?
combined to make these famous Instruments the universal choice of
going several miles out of their way, and using a part ol I as we have followed them, lie will accept w ith duo ain't
now look at me. I nevuh has no col us yet been .made.
those who know.
the road in the foothills, which itself Is wellnigh Impas- - I appreciation of the source from whence it comes.
It is feet when I goes to bed; no corns
nails, chilblains,
able to loaded vehicles because of the depth nnd dry-- J the verbal estimate of a mellow philosopher long may bunions,
The body of Hoy (Iambic Is still al
ankles, white swellin's, very Strong's "undertaking establishment.
I
ness of the sand.
he wave and philosophise and It is not to be less sprained
cose
knees,
veins,
roomatic
knock
A message was received this morning
This east side of the valley is largely settled up I lightly considered and appreciated because it comes jints, or none oh dem things.
An that his sister, from Kansas City, Mo.,
with American families. At the Upper end of It are thai dressed up in plain clothes, rather than rhetorical fancy what's mob, my feet don" nevuh gets would arrive here tomorrow to take
124 South Second
crossed so dey don' track, and nobody the body to Missouri for burial.
Block yards, three large slaughter houses and several I dress
laig.
my
I'd a heap rut huh
kalnl pull
large milk. ranches, while there it Is expected will be I
Mr. Hughes is a great possibility In this land. be
shy In the lower story than in the
Wlli:T NTItAW FORW.lii:il)l.(i.
located the smelter and the tie preserving works. Cer- - There is an evident future of large and expansive
uppuh, like some folks I knows uv.
FF.F.
Ii
"Did you lose them both at once'.'
the ability of the people to get to and from town deavor open before him. Mr. Sullivan finds him "no
HOS S. FlltST STltKFT.
I asked.
Oiould be protected.
quitter."
This becomes the more imperaAn admirable attribute, and one well calcuI tot Ii
same day
tiling.
tlve, w hen It Is remembered that the people In the val- - I lated to win him much favor in the eyes of all his line"Suali
was shot off in Hie liner wall, an
When You Want to Buy,
ley but recently purchased, at the cost of several hun
Washington Herald.
one was ainpertated in Chicago
Then he started off.
dred dollars, a strip of land lying east of the railroad
Sell, Rent or Exchange
I
wonder if he was joshing mo
tracks and just south of the city, In order to a,isur
them of good and easy access to Albuquerque. Unless
CALIFORNIAN S POETICAL
the condition herein complained of shall be remedied.
their money will have been thrown away.
VIEW OF DEATH VALLEY
H-SKeep busy until you
It would seem to be the duty of the county com
T
XK0XX)0XXXXXXX)COX)XKXKXXt
missioners not only to cure the present evil, and that
find the
speedily, but to so construct the road that a repetition
Think, if you will, of a, long, low valley, lying
. 9 9
of the present condition shall be impossible.
Gentle between two lofty ranges of barren mountains a white,
men, w 111 you do It ?
From.
Heard
The
.iiis
glistening sink lor a mireable desert liver the whole.
(I. NIRISKN
Keening Citizen. April 12. lHtr,
overlaid willi a thick black pall of wind ami sand
I read with consld
To the Kditor:
ud ashes from the dead craters that fringe its bord erablc. interest the views
HAS DANNY DYSPEPSIA?
of Mrs
ers; add all the heat and horrid fumes of Gehenna. Wkiiii iniblished In the paper last
214 West Gold Annuo
"Heats Christian Silence." says the editorial page
niuht.
The editorial was right. Th
ind you have some idea of Death valley in summer.
i ue
i
J nun
If
no
betters.
war cry.
It launches into a
American has
Wash these mountains clean with three mouths of oiiiik
i
Mrs. Wong loved the Chinaman,
treatise on a dyspepsia cure. An Investigation of health
almost
continual
cloudbursts
in
rain,
their
rim
and
In r for marrying him, l"r Genuine American
not
bhrne
er
block,
condition In Albuquerque does not Indicate that there
edge of the valley with foot deep if I loved a man I would not let ra-$6.56
ton
is un epidemic of dyspepsia here, although It Is sali feet and the whole
I
way.
Hut
grasses, lush and green as any that ever lloored Sierran prejudice shtnd in my
86.80
Lump
Cerrlllos
"a
u
long,
long
tine!
are
that theru
few cases in certain quarters which
it
ill lie a
$8.50
cienga, sprinkle the white waste with green bunches think
Nnt
Anthracite
girls
a.'
think
Core
American
in.
have become chronic. A prominent physician states of inesquite,
.00
aglow with their blossoms, arch over Mrs. Wong appears to think.
Anthracite mixed
all
The
that one of the first and most pronounced
of ill an Adriatic sky,
in Anthracite, stove .and .furnace
eoniplini-n- i
to the American
"i
cooled
balmiest
of
breezes.
with
the
- I.e
dyspepsia is ill humor, morose silence, n heavy feeling
w as
deserved.
sizes
and you have pictured Death valley at the beginning of the edi'orial
$6.00
h young American man has Clean Gas Coke
of the head and mi inclination to sleep without belns spring. i in
knows
face of the green earth lies no more his faults, hut who on earth hasn't.
the
WOOD.
able to do so. Ii may be only a coincidence, but th
bit of world in .summer, no more beautiful one As far as I am concerned, I don't ob- Oreen Mill Wood, per load
terrible
$2.25
Morning War Cry and Its reform publisher certainly in spring.
ject to a young man smoking. I even
now ami
swears
have all the symptoms of a bad cast. There is nothing
suppose
tlt.it
he
if
&
And over tin- giaves of many l'iute and desert
W.
Phone 9S
Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.
then he can't be blamed so a A till
so really serious about dyspepsia except In advanced
and lonely prospector who have laid much. I have felt like it mysell.
stages. The Citizen therefore, out of pure good heart. lump, toteamster
Phones.
Iloth
down
rise no more beneath its heartless skies, glows The American young man is all right.
edness, welcomes the discovery by the morning paper of tile most beautiful carpets
am engaged to marry one myself,
of gild flowers to be found
a new cure for dyspepsia, and hopes it will prove a In this bloom-fame- d
wouldn't trade him for any
and
land
of
Not
California.
half
the
other with all his faults, and I know
quick and sure specific.
The puhlh-- too, will rejoice plants of Dca'h alley are
known to scientists: most be has them. The Citizen lakes the
to see Danny the same o, Mi i
reformer oii'-of thoe thai ate known are little more than names, riuht stand: lie hasn't any betters.
ugaln
AMIIKIC.W lillll..
un! will neker be mole until the prying in in of the
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
W.M
PER TON
f the sucivls of
railroad shall have laid bare on
ttlllMIO.
No.
Cur
BLOCK
It is claimed in New Vo. k the i, uli oi tie- i
BEST AMERICAN
this vale of llimlolii
general
Chicago,
C
Dewing, of
18.50
PER TON
Wall street cyclone has been that the rich are cuttini."
Dividends in the other fellow's
Most beautiful and most plenty of course id' all air brake Instructor of the Santa Fe
down expenses and the poor are luesiiuu their savini
pocket on the rent you are
these plants that bloom on the desert are cacti, and system, arrived in Albuquerque this
The claim goes so rar us to siiy that $.", una, unit will nut the ripidity witli which their dry and apparently wither morning with his wife from Kl Paso,
paying.
his Instruction cur No.
inure than represent the economies of tne wealthy ;i ed stalks put out blossoms under the touch of the rains on board
In
days
the
three
spend
will
lie
A small cash payment and
their extravagances, in what is usually expended in is wonderful. The life of any one of the cacti is the eity and
then make a tour of the
a month will buy a
$20.00
to Chicago some
travel, entertainment, jewels, yachts, automobiles and peisoiiiilcatlon of deatli and resurrection
and us they coast lines, returning
house, with bath.
in May. In talking .o a reporter
time
new buildings. Jt is also estimated that J 7 .',auo,mu
eonio into fullest bloomh on or about Easier the whole
morning. Mr. Dewing said:
AFTER MAY IS
has been withdrawn from the savh us hanks and Invest- desert, as far as the ee can reach, seems like one this"The
maintains
Sam. i Ke system
low
In
figures
they have reached, mak
ed
stocks al the
.ist cathedral arched with turquoise.
REALTY CO.,
lloored
with two ears especially for instructing
ing a proportionately larger return of income.
the etigineeis, firemen and trainmen
TIk- emerald and guyly garbed in giant Easter lilies.
in manipulating air brakes and other
m:. vor
purse strings of the rich have been pulled tight, mid the
J. K. KI.DKR. Armljo Hulldlng.
ur.u.
lo
Tin- largest and showiest blossom of them all grows safely appliances.
602 80UTH FIRST STREET.
My duties are to
purr.es of the saving middle class have been opened on a short, stocky stein, which during the summer does Instruct ail i ngliiceis, firemen
and
enjoyment
ke,
eat
n
well,
with
and
mil;uisDr.
Indian Hil
This is not an altogether unhealthy financial condition. not
nntineiit'ji nl cure luind provide yourself with rolls or bread
to have life enough to produce the inagnili-ccn- t trainmen in handling properly the air
parts
oilier
ana
and
l.cUuitf
b;ike
the best kind, the kind
If only ii be true.
waxy llowers which ;ire often us much us flv .brakes, safely brakes
l'iits. Ii ubNorim the tumor-about a locomotive and train
fresh every' day. If you haven't been
ula the iU'lllUK kl om f, ltd ln line with the wise ones. irj.-inches across. A cactus much larger than this the
"I make a tour over the system
by
ja a pouinre,
n.siaiti re
lie M l.ouis
think the proj iiariel cactus - has a eiy small and Insignificant bloom, twice a year from Chicago to Kl I'aso,
lief. Dr.
iliiuuMi'IndiuiilMeUiiit phone If you like.
AnLos
Francisco,
to Ualveston, San
mtnil is prepared lor Pileit ami lU'bects now are that K. H. Harrimaii will have enough while the tiniest of all, a low, creeping,
Kve.-bo( ii
InR el ibtt private iurin.
geles and other division points and
PIONEER BAKERY,
work of another wirt on his hands for the next few
jointed grow tli. bus an immense pink flower, beau- terminus.
warranted, ssy
iy ain't on
to
From here I will go my
t,
207 South First Street.
c.
l.H).
M
WiLLUM5
nud
in.
to
keep
attempts
rr"
him
from further
months
to run the tiful as any orchid, and rivaling the fairest rose of Callup, spending u day there. In
MANUFACTURING
O . I'rup.. titveland. W
of lice I hae iwo charts by which I
politics of the I'tdted States. The national government 1'ersia ln its odor.
ON.
A
TANN
BY
BALK
8.
tOii
cau tell how fast the engine Is runIt you want riu1u la karertlsiug,
Is preparing to proceed against him on account of aom.?
i nroriunaiciy
the names of these raie species are ning, when be applies the brakes, how
trv an Evening CUixoo want ad.
of his deals in IVclllc rullwuys. and the state of Illinois I not well known, and Die commoner
HOME-MADvarieties, which much air be uses and other things too
PEERLE8S
FEE'S
o
April
My
or Hie Alton load may also take a hand.
charts Mexico City tuul return $40.25,
Attorney I are also found on the coast lope, bear no such gorge- - numerous to mention.
AT WALTON'S DRUG
CANDIES,
i.i Ktxrr
31..
July
May
t
I.lndt
IHlh.
J.MIi
conductor
engineer,
show
whether the
AT WALTON'S DWU KTOUK.
"eiierai Mead, of Illinois, has Juxl made a report to the ous array of blossoms-- San Francisco Chronicle.
STORE.
.
4. K. riUOY. Agent.
or brakemen are negligent, H so, I
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UNVEILED

Denver, April 12. John A. Kebler. ' Washington. D. C, April 12. The
general manager of the coal operat- president delivers an address at the
ing department of the Colorado Fuel unveiling of a monument to members
& Iron company, died suddenly
cavalry, or
at of the first volunteer
3:30 this morning at Trinidad, of Rough Riders, at the Arlington cemeA
tery
copy of Mr.
ptomaine poisoning.
this afternoon.
While visiting
the company's mines at Cuato last Roosevelt's book, "The Rough lUd-erswas placed In a brass hound
week Kebler was taken ill from eating canned salmon.
He rallied and box in the cornerstone.
was believed to be out of danger unMajor Llewellyn nicre.
til yesterday.
He was about 4 5 years
old. Kebler's death makes the sixth Special to The Evening Cltlren.
Washington.
Anril 12. Notwith
In the last two years among the official of the Colroado Fuel & Iron standing the rain, a large crowd i
attending the dedication of the Rough
com puny.
nt
Riders' monument
Arlington.
One hundred names or the killed and
dead are Inscribed. Invocation by H.
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
N. lirown, chaplain or tne army; address by Theodore Roosevelt; oration
by Rev. D. J. Stafford.
In charge
The following quotations were re- Capron, designer or the monument.
ceived by F. J. Graf St Co., brokers, Major W. H. 11. Llewellyn, of New
ver their own private wire from Mexico, Is among the many In attendNew Tork. Room 87, Barnett build- ance.
ing. Albuquerque, N. M.:
W. I. GARRISON GETS
Kew Yorlc Stocks.
Amalgamated Copper
American Sugar
.125H
. 36 Ti
IAS VEGAS JOB
American Car Foundry
.1321,
American Smelters
.
Ilaltlmore and Ohio
.
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
60
I.K.WKS PHIXCIPALMIll' OF Till-Chicago Northwestern
.151
SAXTA FK llKill SCHOOL TO
. 2414
Krie com
AC'FIT PRKSIOKXCY OF THK
and Nashville
.11??
MK.IMV CITY NORMAL.
. "5
Missouri Pacific
. 61
National Lead
Mil h satisfaction
New York Central
is expressed In
.119
Northern Pacific
territorial educational circles and
.1334 among
. 384
Ontario and Western
Las Vega.s people over the apPennsylvania
pointment of Dr. W. K. Carrlson, of
.125
Reading
.107
Santa Fe, to the presidency of the
. 21
Rock Island com
Normal university at Lis Vegas. The
.
Southern i'aciile
4H choice was made at a meeting of the
St. Paul
.134
board of trustees held on Wednesday
. 21 Vi
Southern Railway com
afternoon.
The new president will
Tennessee Coal
.144S assume the Important duties of the
Cnlon ' Pacific
.137
position on August 1st. and with thai
,
U. S. S. com
.
purpose In view will move with his
U. S. S. pfd
. 100
from the capital some lime
i family
. 15
Creene Cananea
during the summer.
Prof. K. J.
.
17
Shannon
Vert, whom Dr. tSnrrison succeeds.
Calumet and Arizona
.153
resigned as president of the
who
and
. 51 V4
Old Dominion
university several months ago, ha- Copper Range
. 7Va
agreed to conduct the summer school
. MX
North liutte
so that no halt in the regular proHutte Coalition
26
gram of the Institution will eiisu"
(Ireene Consolidated no sales closed upon the
change.
23,4 to 24.
The new president comes to his
5
.
Atchison com
duties with an enviable record and
. $.5S
i . . .
FOR LONG DISTANCE 'PHONE May Cotton
GOOD
splendid equipment.
He graduated
from Yale college with the degree of
Summary of Conditions.
R. S. at the age of" 19. receiving a
New York,
April 12. American few years later from the University
TO
THAT
stocks in Loudon steady, about par- of Chli'Hgo the degree of Ph. D., In
ity.
lecognltlo of his elllcicnt services at
Crop damage stories much exag- - that Institution us an assistant In
gerated.
structor in history, jiter he became
CITIES
Large inquiry in market for struc- a correspondent for one of the St.
tural steel.
Louis papers and in that capacity
Standard Oil income now larger spent same time in traveling upon
any
year.
previous
than
the continent of Europe.
After two
Oood inquiry for iron for future years of service as a member of the
Local Market Well Supplied Prominent Telephone Men delivery.
faculty of Hutler university at Indian
Pig iron output shows falling off. apolis, Dr. (larrlsou became president
Here-C- ol.
Krie in demand, Hat In loan crowd of that Important instltuuon, which
With Delicacies-Ho- me
Sellers Shows
and general Inquiry indicates
bear appointment h only gave up on n
account still extensive.
count of poor health.
Recertly he
Grown Truck.
Them Around.
Large producers continue to ex- has hi er rctliiR as principal of the
press confidence In position of copper high
school at Simla F.;.
market.
That thj No'ina' university wiil
Estimated increase in world's cop- erntlnue t j maintain Its high re put a
PRICES NOT SO HIGH
DIRECT LINE TO CITY OF
per production for 1H0G about 4 Vi ticn under the
i resident is freely
AS TO BE FORBIDDING
EL PASO CONTEMPL ATED per cent.
predicted ly all those i.cquulntcd with
Reported ltalthnore and Ohio is the facts.
willing to pay $25,0110.000 for Chicago
Jt the plans of several prominent terminal property at foreclosure sale.
The tioimew ife who is often put to
Rill taxing anthracite three cents u BERNALILLO
considerable trouble to prepare the leiepnnne men, who were la confer
COUNIY
passed Pennsylvania
house of
Sunday dinner, will lind the market ence here today, are carried out, Al- ton
representatives.
full of delicacies ill all lines thN buquerque will in a few months time
wage schedules this year
week. nd If the Sunday meal is not have direct long distance telephone willincreased
DISTRICT COURT
, 750, 000.'
cost St. Raul over
up to the standard, it will not be the connections with the principal cities
towns
and
of
Everything
Arizona
merchants.
and
fault of the
also with
Kansas City Livestock.
from a variety of meats, tishes and El 1'aso and the New Mexico towns
At 3:30 o'clock this afternoon the
'
Kansas Cltv. Aru-ti'uttt.. ' re
fowls to a pleasing array of vegetables intervening. Among those interested ceipts
"including 100 southern. case of the territory against "Spot'
1000,
in
project
are C. W. HinchclilTe
the
and small fruits can be obtained. Th
Drown, colored, charged with receivstrong, rsouinern steers 4.00 ing
prices are as reasonable a the cost general superintendent of the onsoll
mid concealing stolen goods, was
cou-df'5.25:
southern
Telephone
dated
iannifi
Telegraph
perand
com
will
of tho different delicacies
being argued by District Attor
stockers and feeders $3.75ti) 5.25 bulls still
mit. The feature of the Saturday pany of Arizona, with headquarters
:;.00fe4.25; calves f 3.75 'h 7.25 ; west- ney Clancy and Attorney T. N. Wll
meson; iu. m. tiurgess, general su
market will be some of the linest big ui
principal
witnesses
The
fed steers $4.25 5.75 ; w estern kerson.
red strawberries yet seen this spring. perintcndent of the Colorado Tele ern cows
against lirown were V. i). Sweeney
3.uil 'iv 4.Z;.
They are shipped In, but appear to be phone company with headquarters in tenSheep
young
Matney.
two
men
aod
Arthur
receipts 1000, market strong.
uenver, nnu J. H. Smith, of El Paso.
fresh and have a tine llavor. Home- Col.
the night of February 26,
D. K. It. Sellers had the party Muttons J5.25(ii6.25; lambs
$6.75W who onopen
grown truck, lettuce, radishes, young
a car in i he Santa Fe
8.00; range wethers $5.50fn '7.00: foil broke
green onions, asparagus and garnishe-- out for an automobile ride this af ewes
yards here and stole some cloth and
$5.ii0di!0.00.
ternoon, showing them the good side
also play an important role in the of
pairs
two
of
shoes. The stolen propAlbuquerque from a business stand
.Sunday dinner menu.
They may be point
erty was given to lirown, who was
and
otherwise.
Oiiialia
Livestock.
Their
plitaj
excepgardens
at
had fresh from the
yet been made public.
Omaha, April 12. Cattle receipts. then bartender at the Kcdllghl sa
tionally low rates.
The tomatoes have not his
arrival here last evening, 400. Market strong. Western steers loon.
this week are larger and better than tneUpon
evidence showed that Sweeney
colonel was treated to a surprise t:l.25ii 5.25; Texas steers $3.00r 4.60; andTheMatney,
any yet sold here.
The price is
with the assistance of
cows
canand
heifers
.
on
4.40:
v
f2..r0'i
neras
ave
""me
sliirhtlv reduced.
Anions the ihinirs """
Louis lirooks and James Smith, two
w 3.25 ; stockers and feed
ners
$2.25
me,,
women,
and
!1,ten!y
may
good
are:
want
wife
boys, had broke open a car
the
m!'
of
had prepared ers $3.OOr5.50; calves $3.006.50; colored
at l.as Vegas, mid stole some goods
porter- - a ,tnner and after turning
sirloins,
Meats, steaks.
bulls. $2.75T, 4.25.
out
the
disposed of them before com.
but
had
houses .teabones, 2u cents a pound; lights, they awaited his
Sheep receipts 4 700, market
When
Ing here. Sweeney and Matney were
tenderloins and sweetbreads, 30 cents, he opened the door and coming
$6.40(fj7.25;
began search-- a
wethers
pound; chickens, 18 cents a pound; ling for the electric light bulb, using ii.00f(Ii6.65; ewes $5.U0i 6.00; lambs arrested the day after the robbery
some time later. lirooks
and
lish. barracudas, Iloundcrs, sea bass language that was emphatic ami right $7.50 'i 8.25.
and Smith were apprehended
and red snappers, 15 to 20 cents a to the point, it' was loo much for the
Wlnslow.
IMtund; veal, 10 to 20 cents a pound; plotters and they switched on the
Chicago Livestock.
mutton, H to 15 cents; duck. 20 cents, light. The colonel was certainly surChicago, April 12. Cattle recei' ts
''he case of Jo .Mlcell. chained
geese,
prised
turkeys, Z4 cents, ami
It
is
but
500.
did not affect his appe
Market strong. Reeves $3.4iKn with
assault to murder and assault
cents.
tile and he ute heartily.
7.0i: cows $1.80di)4.tl; heifers $2.76 with
upon Ricardo
deadly weapon
just ten them everybody
'a
3.&0;
Vegetables Tomatoes, 20 cents a
good
$5.ooii.7.00;
calves
to
that
last fall, was quickly settled
Albuquerque ure in line steers $5.4 5 'it 6.70 ; poor to me Armijo
pound; asparagus, four bunches, 25 I m dock to stay.
this morning when Mieell pleaded not
rents; cucumbers, two pounds, 15c; looks good to mo. I've been in Den- dium $4.30i 5.40; stockers and leed- - guilty
to the two charges, but did
rhubarb, two pounds, 15 cents; let- ver, Lcadvllle, Salina, Canyon City, crs $2.0 r,n 5. 10.
plead
guilty to assault and battery
Pueblo
Sheep
receipts
steady.
and
8000.
other
tuce, radishes,
twj
Colorado towns.
market
new onions,
charge. The court sentenced him to
bunches, 5 cents; new potatoes, 10 Not one of them I don't except Den. Western $ 4.50 ti 6.20 yearlings $6.75 serve six months In the county Jail
vet
has half the opportunities to be (H7.60; lambs $.50'i, s.40; western and pay the costs of the case, but
cents a pound, and plinieutos
found right here in Albuquerquo. $0.50 8.50.
25 cents.
remitted the sentence upon payment
something doing here all the
of the costs.
Fruits Strawberries, I'n cents a There's
I
got
time.
When
off
las,
Produce Market.
the train
box; oranges, to to 00 cents a dozen, night
was
there
a
Chicago.
playing
April
band
12.
Closing
over
Two suits were Hied In the district
uuolaand bananas, 15 to 3d cents a dozen.
on one street, a dance in a hall on llons:
court yesterday. The first by the
The managers of the markets said another, people were bustling
Wheat May 7; July 81 Vi.
Southwestern Hrewery and Ice comthat many new and varied varieties full of life and progress. I wasabouty
Armijo,
July 4 7 Vi! C'l !4 pany to restrain
Corn May 47 s, ii
l'crfecto
of meats, vegetables and fruits would
glad to get back.
May
county, from
July
Oats
sheriff of ernallll
I'm going
be coming in within the next
to start something right away. The
compelling them to secure another liI'ork May $16.15; July $16.17'-i- .
first thing I want to do Is to get
cense to operate a retail liquor busiLird May $8,67 4: July $8.80.
water on the University Heights, and
$s.4 7 'i 8.50,
July ness at thilr place el Second street
Ribs May
you can Just nay that there will be $i.7 'a 'i 8.70.
and Atlantic avenn . The cause of
DONA ANA COUNIY
the suit is that in N ivember the comwater there, too. I want to .see every
Metal Market.
pany secured a license when their
one boosting for the fair.
You can't
New York, April 12. Lead dull
place was on Col nveiiue, then it w:ls
imagine what an ad for the city that
Si
copper
6.10:
nominal 24tj2..
moved. Sheriff An lijo contends that
DISTRICT COURT fair has been,. as well as for New
license is necessary to run
another
Mexico genet-allyI'll bet I've had
St.
Wool Market.
the new saloon.
uOO people in Colorado tell me that
:r.
April
:
12.
steady
Iouis,
Wool
The second suit was by Kaliuan
they were coming down here to lli.it unchanged.
Attorney A. A. Sedillo, who re- next fair.
I.lebar against En II Zlmmer.
The
plaintiff
turned this morning from attending
and defen l.int were in the
"I'm going to move, too," concludMoney
Market.
court at Las Cruets, says that the ed the colonel. "While
plaintiff
wants
the
saloon
and
business
was away I
New York. April 12. Prime mer the affairs of their partnership cleardiversion dutn being constructed near acquired a collie pup.
The house cantile
s per cent, silver ed up by the coin1 as they are now
papir t
Mesilla Park Is almost completed un I I'm occupying now isn't big
enough 6 5
In a muddled cond ion.
V
the farmers of the lower Klo Urande for me and that pup
Well, don't
valley are extremely jubilant as a re- forget to tell 'em that I'm back, and
Spelter
Market.
sult.
glad lo get here."
MEATS.
IRESII AND Cl'UEI),
St
Louis. April 12. Spelter
dull MM'lli AXD
Court is still in session at Las L'ru-ce- s
S
CITY. (JRO- 60.
yet.
and will be for several weeks
FRIES OF AM. KINDS AND IX
i
;mi:
roit
tiii:
The most Important case being tried
REM' ltltNIS. IIW, ;i(IN AND
11
Mvl l
t II VMI'ION.
XOTICK roll I'CIJLICATIOX.
i.s that of tho I'nited
States against
I'l l l AND ALL AT
Department of the Interior. Lan 1 CHOPPED
Mnntdair. N. J., April 15. The
the Santa Rita Mining & Store com- Orange
REST PRICES, AT .1. F. PALMER'S,
Olli.-high
M
Fe,
X.
26,
.
at
Santa
school
March
the
and
i'.isaaic
pany, which is charged by the govI'll 1ST AND M VRol EITK.
hinh school teams play the deciding 1U07.
ernment with violating the anli-tru- it
game to, lay for the championship for
Notice Is hereby given that Antonio
II WE
law and also criminal
conspiracy. ba ketball.
VOI R PHOTO TAKEN
Palle. of Laguna, N. M., has filed no- NOW'.
STXMP I'M ll'RES 25 CENTS
The complainants in the case are Turfive-yeto
of
tice
his
Intention
make
final
AND I P. KODAK I
ner & Son, of Santa llita, who conproof in support of his claim, PER DO.EX
The Americon Lumber Company
A Sl'l'.t I M TV. PHOTO PIL-LOtend that the defendant company has Hand
been engaged to furnish viz:
Homestead entry No. 6842,
ON ,IPAXESK SILK.
been compelling the employes of its music has
the Wild West Show at made February 12. 1902, for the c OCR COVERS
WORK IS OI'K il'A HAXTEE.
mines to trade at tho company's store, TractionforI'ark
28,
Sunday
township
section
NV
6
N.
afternoon
WKM' fiOI.D
HTIPIO,
and any employe who did not, refused
r.o cents.
range 5 W, and that said proof will STARK
A VEX IE.
: i do so at the jeopardy
of his imsi- be made before Sllvestre Mirabel, U.
t
S Court Commissioner, at San Rafael,
I RESII
TIIVI- XOTICK.
ME VIS
ARE
Previous to the action brought by
N. M , on May 6. 1907.
MIATS
.
CHI.
I
I
VII.
ll
ll V I'
III
i
the government. Turner &i Son
The public is hereby nolilicd that I
following
names
the
He
to
witnesses
urt-a decision in the district court will not be responsibl.j for any debts prove his continuous residence upon. CI'RED,' AT J. F. PALMER'S, FIRST
tAarding
to
them damages
tin contracted by my wife, Mrs. Erne- - and cultivation cf, the land, vis.: AXD MAHQIETTE.
nount of t2'i,O0.
line Cantn I.
'harles Carr. Lorenzo Romero, Juan
Wild West Show at Traction I'ark
KL1K A. CA.NTREL.
Palle, Jose, M. Caco, all of Laguna, Sunday afternoon. Admission 60 cents
Mill
o
see
Wesnfall throw steers with
M.
ins tenth at Traction I'ark Sundn
Car Load of ,i; to date furniture
MANTEL R OTERO.
We do It right. nOCOH DRY. Im
afternoon. Admission 5u cents.
due to unlve this week nt Futreile's.
Register.
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ALBERT FABER'S
... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

303-31- 0

N. PL ANDRUS
The Old Reliable

Watchmaker and Jeweler

ltring me your watches, clocks and Jewelry for

Watch Inspector A. T. & S. F. R. R.

1

repair.
10 West Gold Ave.

t00COOOO0Ot0OKtO0M0O0

A Checking Account
Puts System Into Your Business

life.

LOCAL

you pay all bills

by check, your bUBtnesa is record
Each item shows for itself. There Is a
record of all receipts and expenditures In your bftak

WHEN

MAKES

GUARD

book.

'

For every bill you pay, you get a receipt.
proof that you paid each obligation.

wf.uk
INIi 111 NT VIT.S OI'FI
i;us w i:kk wki.l
PI.KASKIV

CK.iii

mi:n

I.IXF

We give the same careful attention
accounts.

IN

F. Tomei & Brothers

119

Choice Line of New Spring Goods on Hand.

KALI

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - I . 1 1 c 1 ri
Hcstel

ci

uy

Itv Aullioiily of tin; City Council of
ill., t liv i,l lliiiiiuerfom. V t

E. SUNTAAGG,

C.

elec-

tion will be held in the city of Albuquerque, New Mexico, on Saturday,
May 4, 1907, between tho hours of
9 o'clock a. ni. and 6 o'clock p. m.,
of said day, at the following voting

places:

First Ward Cily Hall.
Second
Ward Otllce of Ch.is.
Chadwick cfc Co., on Gold avenue.
Third Ward Office of K. II. Dunbar, corner of Third street and Gold
avenue.
Fourth Ward At office of George
R. Craig, Justice of the pace. South
Third street.
At which said election the question
of authorizing the issuance of Thirty
Thousand ($30,000) Dollars of bonds
of the said City of Albuquerque, New
Mexico, to erect and build a city
building, will be submitted to the
qualified voters of said city, who are
tho owners of real or personal property, subject to taxation, within the
said Cily of Albuquerque, New Mex-

.

The telephone makes the

YOU NEUD A TELEPHONE

Across our Counters
Groceries we

LEE.

1907

The Champion Grocery Co.

AIM

i2J-6-

!coOwOoo

SUPERIOR
PriSTIATJ
MlLTi
ri;i: (nils
ituri.- unirniwi
iiu--

j

J.

C.

v

s

BALDRIDGE

OEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER

Albuquerque Cash
Grocery Company

SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

S

PAINT

Covers more,

looks

tha longest, most economical; full measure
BUILDING
PAPER Always In stock.
Plaster,
Paint, Glass, Sa-Doors, Etc.

HOMKm H. WAHO. Mgr.

nitST

Highland Livery

:

Suddli

drivers

"Sadie,"

I

"Ik,.

lie

best, waars

Lime,

Cement

STREET AXD COAL AVE. ALltl .'OXEUQl E, NEW MKX.

Ave.

lent Iioum- - lor mil.
(luvan; cood roof, kimmI well, ir.
Inquire at htore.

MATTECCCI BROS.
Tljims Ave.
1'boaa

XV.

Dour licreens as strong as an onllnary door at prices that defy
screen doors In both strength and price. Window
are 88 w'rong n a door at 1 fonts
per foot at the

T

California tomatoes, large t uns 10c
las CriiifM tomatoes
12'i'
Xcw York State Dinner Party
Eriuid, largo cans
I.V
None Ixitcr nt any prliv.

Telephone 206

J

screens

FIjY

The following is a sample of our prices:

ii

Handle

They cannot get Into this
unless
they come up to our highstore
So when we pass them on tostandard.
you we
can count on your approval. Nobody
buys here Just once. They always
'onie again.

Is to sell good goods at a
less price than you can
buy them any other place.

Tmo-I'imu-

!

I

City Clerk.

Marble

IN TOTO no.ltfc

there never passes a single article for
which we have to apologize. We r
. way
sure of the kind of

Mayor.

.1.

Uffei

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

..OUR,.

315

jjio
pr
telephone
yonr health, prolongs your
and protects your home.

.duties lighter, the cares less
and Uie worries fewer.

FRANK McKRE,

CONSTANT

Proprietor

Convenience - Comfort - Security

ico.
In witness whereof I have hei'iiuuto
set my hand and caused to be affixed
the teal of the City of Albuquerque,
New Mexico,

(SEAL.)
First publication April

Place Your

Where to Dine Well

XOTICK OF SPECIAL ELECTION'.

Attest'
HARRY

r.

Order Karly.

gray horse, weighing
about 750 pounds, with stifle In right
leg.
Is held in the city pound
hind
and will be sold under the hammer
at the city building. Saturday morn
ing. April 13. at 10 o'clock,
liv order of
THOS. McMILLlN.
City Marshal.
First publication April 10.

hereby given that an

w. r.

Albuquerque's Leading Tailors

Allea-bltte- n

Is

small

000X)OfXXD0K3C000

-

Notice

to both large and

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

ciency of the two companies and
band and said that the battalion was
well up on their evolutions and com
ma nils.
Including the staff officers there
were Hi men In line, and the commands were given and obeyed with
promptness and precision. The men
were distributed as follows: Staff and
men- enni
officers K. Comiemv (1
nnnv E 23 men and iho hand :H mu
sicians, n total of K3.

Itll'XI)

.

havt poslttr

You

The Bank of Commerce

The inspection of the local battal- lion of the National tluard by ( apt
(3. V. . Moseley, IT. S. A., and Adjut
ant General A. P. Tarklngton, of the
New Mexico National guard, at the
Elks' armory lost night was witnessed
by quite a number of local people.
Col.
Captain Moseley complimented
John Rorradalle, Major J. E. Elder
and Captain ll. Ruppe upon the effi

-

j

s

over 40 styles to select
from. Our special offer for this week. No.
steel frame
900
body wood, lined with
best grade leatherette,
wood handle, enameled BrewsU?r green, 8
inch wheels, 8 rubber tires. Price $3.00

1

s.--

headquar-

forGo-Cart-

40.

j

osii

Office and

Teong Wing Wong and his American bride left last evening for los
Angeles.
As they climbed aboard the
train he held her by the hand and
both their faces were wreathed In
smiles. They certainly looked happy
and both said they were.
Even after
taking their seats In the tourist car,
they continued to hold hands. Wonj
now and then looked from the window, saw something that Interested
him, laughed and called to his
American bride, who appeared to feel
PreviJust as good about it as ever.
ous to going to the train, Wong
called at the otllce of The Evening
Cltisen, bought a paper and shook
hands with the reporter who yesterday wrote the interview with Mrs.
Wong, which tho badly beaten morning paper tried so strenuously to deny. Wong did not mention anything
Ho was
about sensationalism, etc.
pleased and happy, and said so. The
interview with Mrs. Wong was not
a "fake," and the paper sales of The
Evening Citizen indicate that a good
many people were considerably interested In knowing the reasons of an
American girl for marrying a son of
the land of popples.
There was
nothing in the interview derogatory
to the character or choice of either
Mrs. Wong or her husband and the
whole object of the interview was not
to create a sensation, but to serve
the public with what it wanted to
know.
That was "why she do It?
Mrs. Wong told The Citizen reporter
and he told the public as nearly as
possible In her own words.
The
Citizen is sorry the morning paper
was beaten on the story, but that Is
not The Citizen's fault.
This paper
wishes Mr. Wong and his American
bride a long, prosperous and happy

:
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Said Good Bye Happy
and Laughing.
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Leonard,
los Angeles, president;
Anion Moore, of OK'len. t'tah.
ably the youngest and most success- Charles Iloyetcher, Denver, vice presful cement manufacturer In the coun- ident; A. Courchesne, El Paso, vice
try, who arrived here from El Paso president and general manager; Felix
Martlnes, El 1'aso, vice president; J.
yesterday morning, left for Los
K. Williams, El Paso, treasurer; t. J.
last night In talking to a
lilnford, Los Angeles, secretary .
Mr. Moore said:
The directors are C. Ieonard, Los
"Albuquerque will reap consider- Angeles;
Charles Hoyeteher. Ienver;
able benetlt from the new SouthwestWhitney Newton, Denver; O. J.
ern Portland Cement company which
Ios Angeles; Aman Moore,
is to erect a modern cement plant at
z,
t'tah; A. Courchesne, Felix
El Paso. 1 have Just come from El
J. V. Williams, H. H. Stevens,
Paso, where I completed the prelim- El Paso; Solomon Luna, M. W. Flour-noinary work frr the erection of the
of this city.
I Innt. which will be started Imme"About ten months ago," contindiately.
ued Mr. Moore, "we "nt an expert to
Thin benclit will ome directly o this city and vicinity to learn whether
tndlre-jilyJ
those
an
contractors
the
the proposed plant could be located
wi-.have h.us to buil rr.'. .nlvr here. That man was J. O. Wolgamot.
work to be done that iu.i esltat the He spent about three months In AlThis (?',eat
use of cement.
buquerque, going over the locul Held
will come In freight ratss and t'le with your contractors,
but he was
price of the commodity.
unable to find the right material here.
"El paao cement will be shippni The silcsia and magnesia depositsg
here t cents a barrel cheaper than here were dfctive chemically.
unable to discover any high
Colorado or KansuH cement Is bringing now. and the first cot will be grade cement shale here, after an
exhaustive
examination, Mr. WolgaOwing
conditions
to
greatly reduced.
Kl
towards
favoruble to the manufacture of ce- mot continued south,
ment at Kl Paso, the new company Paso, where ho was killed by lightning,
to
regret
the
of his employers.
will be able to sell Its produce at 76
"During his stay here, Mr. Wolgacents a barrel cheaper than It can
be bought for In Kansas and 60 cents mot was ably assisted by the followa barrel cheaper than the price asked ing local men: Oeorge Arnot, tleorge
L. lirooks, M. W. Klournoy and a
for the Colorado product.
"The new company was Incorpor- score of others. Wolgamot was sucby Mr. O. J. Klnford, now
ceeded
of
laws
Wednesday
the
ated
under
West Virginia, and It will be man- secretary, and he has had charge of
aged by some of the practical cement the investigation for the last six
men of the country. The plant will months. The new plant will employ
adjoin the tracks of the Santa Fe, 200 men and will have a monthly pay
Southern Pacific ami El Paso ft roll of $20,000."
Accompanying Mr. Moore were Mr.
Southwestern.
The raw material of
the company Is a deposit of 900 acres Jackson, an expert cement engineer
Los Angeles; Mr Preston, a ceof
stone.
of cement rock, shale and lime
Our chemists have i renounced the ment chemist, formerly professor in
analysis of the different deposits as the University of New Mexico, and O.
J. Rlnford, company expert.
being perfect.
As he boarded the train last night
"The building will be of lire proof
material and of structural steel with Mr. Moore said that Mr. Flournoy
the latent Improved modern machin- had been elected one of the directors
ery. When completed It will be the of the new company, and that pohkI
might
model cement plant In the world and bly other Albuquerque men
capable of manufacturing 2,000 bar- also be elected to the directorate.
Mr. Moore in the last three years
rels of cement a day. This quantity
of Portland cement Is to be marketed nas ouilt and started in operation a
in New Mexico, Ariona, western Tex- large cement plant in Colorado, the
as, northern Mexico and the surplus cement plant of Hah. and also a
large cement plant in Montana. While
will go to southern California.
in Albuquerque he was the guest of
Oflloers and Director.
The officers of the company are: C t Dr. and Mr W. M. Sheridan.
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(From th Huston Post.)
Mrs. JnrncK I Henry, of I. Inc.. In.
N. II., nlthouith her husband Is worth
tnorr than twenty million dollars,
toes not like to play the fine laily,
bat prefers Instead to scrub her own
floors and to lend the humdrum existence of n helpmeet to a $10 a week
clerk.
She mlKht have her every wish
jmitifled and a retinue of servants at
her beck and call, but that would
take away the pleasure of standing
by a white heated range and rooking
her daily repiiMt, so she sticks to the
simple life.
In her younger days she whs considered the prettiest girl and neatest
housekeeper In .heV native town, so,
now that her husband Is the lumber
king: of New Kngland and the nominal owner of an entire township, with
Its ragged forests extending fur miles
around, she still adheres to the traditions of her childhood and remains
to those hundreds of hard working
men and women who depend on her
husband for their dally existence a
model of what n mother and wife
should be.
Mnv Henry, though nhe owns fine
diamonds and .sealskins, leaves all
fanhlon and style in dress and household furnishings to her sons' wives
and her two married daughters In
far-of- f
Minnesota.
She loves best to "putter" about in
her small kitchen, clad In a gingham
than
dress that couldn't cost moredough-outa
S5, frying crisp, golden brown
big
baking
bread,
of
or
loaves
and afternoons. In her white shirt
wilut and ample black skirt, with
her white hair combed tightly back
from her wrinkled forehead for she
la Just her husband's age of seventy-Ihr- e
to take a little siesta before sitting down in the prime country parlor with Its K"t and black clock, Its
stilt looking1 photographs of the living: and dead,
its crocheted tidies
pinned to the chair backs anil its
highly colored pictures.
Sli Is l p With the Hints.
ITp with the birds at 6 o'clock In
the morning, this millionaire's wife
dons her simple house frown and
starts for the kitchen, where, like
her mother and grandmother before
her. she .busies herself In getting the
mornlwr- im-aSometimes she has a young girl,
who helps, but even she does nothing
ave under the watchful eye of her
white, haired mistress.
When the Post reporter called,
Mrs. Henry, her face scarlet from the
heat of the stove, was far more interested In the exact shade of browning; to be accorded the ham and eggs
than in discussing mere millions.
"My husband
used to drive a
stage," she said. "Then he owned a
atajre and afterwards we moved to
Littleton, where he had a small saw-nl"But we came here fifteen years
ago from Fabyans, buying a little
Umber land ut a time, till now we
own 90,000 acres, clear to the foot
of Mount Washington.
"Yes, we own every house in the
village, but the church and depot,
and all the mountains, too. But Mr.
Henry Isn't well and sometimes I
think, though I love these mountains
and all, I'd rather be where there
are more facilities," she went on with
a. little sigh, "for now we're getting
old, 75, each of us."
"Old Man" Henry is shrewd and
thrifty enough to warrant all sorts
of stories which, have pased from
mouth to mouth till they have at last
come to be a tradition and brought
about his likening to Rockefeller,
with Just one weakness for showy
diamond studs and., rings to make
him picturesque.
All their money has been made in
past fifteen years. Fifteen years
the
ago Mr. Henry was a poor man, comparatively speaking. For a mere
song he bought acres upon acres of
timber land in the heart of the White
mountain range, close to Mount
l.

Wahington.
Timber IjuhIs Yield

Ml II Ions.

As fast as he sold the timber he
bought more adjoining land. Today-howns 80. ODD acres of land, from
the boundary line of the town of
Lincoln clear to the foot of Mount
Washington, has a plant worth all
of twenty million dollars, and money
invested In other enterprises, all
bringing him and his three sons en
ormous returns.
Almost all of the adults among the
population of l.uOO are employed by
the Henrys, father and sons, for the
elder Mr. Henry's health has recently grown very poor and the real
work of carrying on the business de
volves upon the trio of sons, George.
John and Charles.
fcach one of the Henry sons Is
Consequently there are
murrled.
four nice looking houses In the town
while all the rest of the tiny or more
dwelings are smull cottages, painted
yellow, with red trimmings.
About 800 people are employed In
Ihe Henry mills.
Not only do they pay rent to their
employers, but they also buy all their
provitiions at the one place in the
town, a corporation store also owned
by the Henry family.
The only hotel, the Lincoln house,
is also owned by the Henrys, who
employ a man and his wife to run
It for them. In wimraer there are
many tourist guests, and a good many
of the clerks and bookkeepers, employed in the Henry mills, live there
all the year round.
Then there is a corporation board
ing house owned by the Henrys, kept
by a woman who buys her provisions
at the Henry corporation store, and
(ho atory has it that a further profit
if no much per capita for the matter of privilege is also added to the
ver growing Henry income.
The tiny coop, called Jail, and the
till tinier building designated as the
public library, the Kpiscopal church,
put up at the Instigation of John
Henry's wife, these, too, are owned
by "Old man Henry," as everyone
.calls him. Court is held, whenever
occasion requires. In the corporation
store.
l"utruu--l- i
of u WImiIi- - Touu.
"Old man" Henry, ever solicitous
e
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the first sign of
or puln ill the region of
the Kidneys, or weakness and
Urinary trouble, the following
simple prescription should
At

liandellua.
Fluid
Exlracl
one-ha- lf
ounce;
Compound
Kargon, one ounce; Compound
Hyrup
of Sareapaxilla. three
ounces.
Take a teaspoontul
after each meal anil at hed- Any good
macy will supply

phar-

these three
Ingredients at small cost, which
can easily be mixed by shading well in
bottle.
This is
tld to force the Kidneyspol.i-in-toa
tiller the fcour acids and
from the blood, overcoming the worst cases of

of the welfare of his townsmen eme
ployees, for some time held the
of Judge, while his son John was
postmaster the town postofflce being In the store and another son
of-hc-

.

toston

,

,

.

. .

National

was sherlfT.
Hut. not long ago, old Mr. Henry 'hicago
delegated the duties of Judgshlp to Cincinnati
Philadelphia
his youngest son, Charles
Louis .
nother source of family Income St.
Pittsburg . .
Is the town stable, for. while Mj
York .
Henry rides behind his fast horses, New
,
"young
Henry's wife spins Huston . .

-

4nikii-
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Won. Lost.

1.000
1. 000
1.000
.000
.000
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John"
about In her elctrlc car. and Charley-take- llrooklyn ..
turns In his two autos, everyone
American

o

s

;anns.

else, save the doctor and the sawAt St. Louis
mill superintendent,
who each have
an nuto. If they wish to ride must SI. Louis
hire equipage of these same Henrys.
hi I'M go
Kven the mountains that encircle
and
Itatteries Howell
the little valley town. lilnck moun Altrock
and Sullivan.
tain. Potash mountain, Itlg Conlldge,
At Washington
Little Conlldge nnd nil the rest, some
dim and distant and wralth-lik- e
In Washington
their veilings of purple nnd gray New York
mist,
towering

li. H.

K.

1

K

1

0

r,

l

Stephens;

H. K.
1
10
0
Hlanken- 11.

2
3

Jagged obelisks
Itatteries Hughes and
frosted with ship;
Orth and Klelnow.
to
Kngland's
New
At lielrolt
i: II.
And, far off in the mountains, be
0
yond even the end of the fifteen miles !etlolt
0 a
f railway which James Henry built Cleveland
Schmidt;
Mullln and
P.atterles
to extend into their hidden depths.
and Clark.
are a chain of camps, at each one of Ieibart
Philadelphia
At
After fifteen in
which twenty or thlrtv men. with
of fast playing the locals took
eighty or so horses, make their liead- - nings
game
of the season from
luarles. cutting the timber and haul the first
ing it down to the landings along the Host on.
II. 11. K.
railroad, from whence It Is conveyed Philadelphia
t r. 3
to the pond by the side of the sawI
h
6
mill, fifteen miles away, drawn up by Huston
Itatteries Coombs and Schrerk
a chain and caught up by the mill.
Young.
Crlger.
and
Tannehlll
It is in timber that Henry found
the fortune which has raised him up
Nntionnl fftigue GnnicH.
from the humble position of n small
At Chicago Ten thousand witness
mill owner In Fabyans to a million
ed the first game In the Windy City.
aire.
'Can Anson, (who Is quite well
"There is timber enough left In known
having umthe Henry possessions to last for pired onein Albuquerque, series),
toss
territorial fair
twenty years more of dally cutting,"
the first ball. Overall wns a puzzle
said a shrewd business man of the ed
Louis.
St.
for
town.
n. h. k.
But Mr. Henry, in purchasing tim
2
7
ber land, did not confine himself to Chicago
1
3
4
St. Louis
one locality.
Mornn;
Overall and
Batteries
hen his New Hampshire timber
began to yield him golden dollars, he Fromme, McOlynn and Marshall.
At
Cincinnati
purchased more In California the
U. H. K.
red wood timberlands,
which not
1
4 11
long ago he sold for four million dol Cincinnati
6
4
3
Pittsburg
lars.
Batteries Kwing and Hchlei; Lei- There Is, in addition to the Catho
lic and the Episcopal churches, In the field. Gibson. Phllippi and Phelps.
At New York The New York Na
town a Itaptist church, which meets
lost to Philadelphia because
In the hall over
the schoolhouse. tionalsmanagement
had not provided
the
though the two latter are dependent
upon the services of an occasional police protection for the game. The
pastor, who in the summer may be crowd surged over field In the second
of the first Inning and would not
there every week and in the winter halfput
be
back. The umpire gave the
but every other month.
visitors
the game by u score of 3 to 0.
Each individual in the town, who
n
game, to have
The
cares to pay fifty cents a month and
played at the former place, was
bout all of them do becomes en been
on
postponed
account
of wet grounds.
titled to the treatment of the one lo
cal doctor and either a male or a
female nurse, when taken 111, nnd
there Is a comfortable hospital with
twenty or more beds, though bo
healthful is the air nnd surroundings
that there is little sickness of a serious nature.
There are three school teachers,
about 125, pupils of all ages, a regu
larly employed
night
policeman,
whose duty it is to watch for burg
lars and fires, and one day police
man, who works in the mill and
whose chief duty It Is to arrest the
April 16 Is the new dale set for the
occasional drunks.
coming of Squires.
There Is a good water system, fire
system and an electric power station
Billy Hogg Is being touted as Clark
built by the Henrys at a cost of half Griffith's star pitcher.
a million.
In addition to this, there is no soft
the signing of George Davis,
coal smoke nuisance, for everyone theWith
Inburns wood. The Henrys sell It at tact. champion White Sox are now
$6 a cord
to their employees and
burn it In their own boilers.
Thomas Hueston, St. Louis nation
al pool champion, is going after bil
CXJOOCXXXXOCXOOOCXDCXXXXXXX
liard honors.
others
or dark brown
snow,
belong
Itockefeller.
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Sporting
Notes

Listen to the
Mockingbird

xoooooooooooooooooooooooo

i

Dlneen's salary with the
$3,500.
Jimmy Collins
$7,500. Can you see It?

Is

I'm dreaming now of llally. sweet
Hally,
I'm dreaming now of Hally:
For the thought of her is one that
never dies;
She is sleeping in the valley, the
valley, the valley
And
Is
the mockingbird
simrlna
wnere sne lies.

Ho.stons

pockets

Jack Nash, who pitched good ball
for I41S Vegas last year, Is playing
with Trinidad this year.
showing of Abba- The
tlccahlo indicates Pittsburg made no
mistake In letting Bltchey out.
pre-seos-

And

well

en.

the mockingbird
the bough;

is singing on

I feel like one forsaken, forsaken,

forsaken,
like one forsaken,
nuice iiany is no longer
I feel

now.

8
8

me

Willi

Will You Love Me

When I'm Old

8

V
IJOOOOOOOOCOC)CXDOOCXXOX)000
I would ask of you. my darling.
A question soft and low;
Which has caused me many a heart-

ache.
beg of you a promise.
Worth to me this world of gold.
And it's only this, my darling,
Will you love me when I'm old?
I

As the moments come and go,

National billiard
association has
put Its o. k. on the amateur stand
Ing of Calvin Demarest, crack toil
Hard player.
Washington senators Join In the
hard luck cry. Hickman
has a
wrenched knee, Wilson has a bad
ankle, und a boll has Jones.
.M'll ttanion has set a price on
straying from the straight and nar
row path. It will now cost the Beds
$25 per spree. If they are found out.

Don't lose sight of Pittsburg when
figuring on the National League race.
The Pirate players have escaped seri
ous injury and tire said to be in
good shape.
Hughey Jennings has shifted Ty
Cobb to right field, to separate him
from Mclntyre.
He hopes in this
way to Btop the bickerings between
these two Tigers.

CHOUUS:

Life's morn will soon be waning.
And its evening bells be toll'd.
Hut my heart will know- - no sadness
if you'll love me when I'm old!
Down the stream of life together
We are sailing side by side;
Hoping some bright day to anchor
Safe beyond the surging tide.
Today our sky la clouded;
Hut at night the clouds unfold.
And the storms will gather round us
Will you love me when I'm old?
When my hair may show the
snow-Make-

And my eyes may dimmer grow.
1 would
lean upon some loved one.
Through the valley as we go.
1
beg
So
of you a promise,
Worth to me this world of gold,

And It's only this, my darling,
Will you love me when I'm old?

over
day,

$100,000 worth of bull players

on an Atlanta diamond In one
when New York Americans

o

lleoige Huff, athletic director of
the I'liiverslty of Illinois, has declined to taste the lemon handed him
bv John 1. Taylor, In the shape of
uu otter
to manage
the Hoatuti
A meriuuns.

t'ltllVW. AI'KII.

Fairfax, In IO Angeles
Examiner.)
H.irdly a day passes but we read In
l he newspapers
the story of some
foolish, wayward little girl who has
considered that she knows more than
her parents and all the rest of the
world put together.
She wns tired of school and wanted
to get out Into the world, to see life,
to go on the stage, perhaps.
In this frame of mind the poor
baby Is the willing prey of the first
g
man she meets.
So she starts gaily on the downward path, the path that In a
she would give her very soul
to climb back again.
iShe does not realize how far she
1.4 going;
she is not bad at heart; she
only wants a good time and pretty
clothes, but girls often pay very dearly for a little fun and a pretty frock.
If a girl has any talent for the
stage there Is no reason why she
should not put her talent to some
use, but she should first win her parents' consent and should be well
cl.nperoned.
of
There are, however, hundreds
Kill who are pining for stage life
simply because they long for the ex
citement and glamour of It. They
Imagine It' to be one long series of
applause, suppers, pretty clothes and
gaiety.
n the contrary, the women who
make a success on the stage are as
hard worked as any women In the
world.
Now, little Kills, I want to advise
you to. first of all, try and be good
girls, good daughters, and absorb all
the education you can. The most Important ting for each of you to grow
Into Is n good woman.

Dick Moriarlty and Jim Sullivan
used a freight car as a prize ring
near Springfield, Mass.. In a contest
for a $2fi0 purse. Moriarlty won on
a knockout in the 1'Jth.
Bobby Walthour.
crack
Atlanta
bicycle rider, writes home he is win
ning everything in which he starts
in France, and has broken too many
world s records to name them.

Heinle Peltz.

with
to
not
play with the Louisville
elded
Colonels.
He will captain and manage a Cincinnati seml-prtlie foghorn voice, has definitely de

When "Big Kd" Walsh can strike
out eleven Indianapolis players fn
seven Innings with his spit ball, it
doesn't look as if he Is ripe for a
back calendar, as Connie Mark pre
dicts.

Han Johnson says Owner John I.
Taylor must not manage the Boston
Americana. Taylor says he will manage the team If he wants to but
he hastens to add he doesn't want
to.

The fiHiiligliLH for MJkc Doiilm.
he says. Mik-- has again Jumped the
liiunts, and is heplng to manage the
company in which his wife Is playing,
lie don't have to sign an itnll-bre- r
contract In his new Job.
e

I7.

13.

RIONTEZIIRIA TRUST CO.

The first downward step Is gadding
the streets. 1 hardly ever go out that
I do not see young girls sauntering
along, looking
though they had
nothing on earth to do. There Is always something better to do than Idle
away the precious, flying hours In
aimless wanderings.
If they were taking a good, brisk
walk I would not criticize them, for
then they would be exercising their
muscles and getting rosy cheeks.
Hut that slow saunter won't do them
a bit of good.
You know, girls, that it Is no compliment to have a man try to flirt
with you In the street. If you do not
encourage him he will soon grow
tired of It. Hut If you look at him
boldly and return his glances he,
most naturally, will think you are
ready to meet him half way.
He may think you pretty, but he
won't have a shred of respect for
you, nnd that is something that the
greatest beauty on earth can't afford to dispense with.
Never get it Into your head that
you are too grown up to go to your
mother with nil your secrets nril
As long as you tell her
troubles.
everything you are safe. She Is your
best friend and she always knows
best.
Above all things never, never accept an Invitation from a stranger,
either man or woman. Do not form
a friendship with any one whom you
cannot invite nnd who is not willing
to go to your home and meet your
parents.
Do your best io grow Into sweet,
pure women, little friends. That is
the best thing that any of you can

New Mexico
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would stop at a telegraph pole, the
operator would connect his instrument to the line and receive orders
from the dispatcher In that manner
for the operation of the train. Mr.
Parson entered Santa Fe, N. M., as
a member of the train crew of the
first Kanta Fe passenger train that
entered that town.
Later he served ns station agent at
Florence, Colo., and nt Baton, N. M.
Baton at that time wns Just beginning to be n town. The Santa Fe
employed most of the residents, and
as there were few houses most of the
people lived In box cars and on work
organized the
Mr. Parson
tinlns.
first Sunday school In Baton. Cowboys, gamblers and bartenders were
numerous .among the membership of
the school.
Mr. Parson's first railroad experin 1860, when he became
ience
agent for the Chicago & Alton at Le

one-thir-

SAVINGS

ON

Extends to Depositor! Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,006.00.

This Veteran ClerK
Retires on Pension
(Tokekn, Kan., Capital.
After a continuous
and faithful
years, Kdward
service for twenty-si- x
Parson, the oldest employee In the
Santa Fe general offices, is to be retired on a pension of $20 n month
on May l.v Mr. Parson has journeyed
through life for 78 years, almost ex
d
actly
of which time he hns
been in the employ of the Santa Fe.
His retirement Is the result of the
Santa Fe pension system which
President Ripley anounced the first
of the year, by which employees who
have been long In the service will
be retired on part pay after having
reached old age. Although his hair
and henrd are snowy white and his
step is beginning to show the effect
of the burden of years that he car
ries, Mr. Parson insists that he Is
good for a number of years more of
light work. For almost twenty years
he has spent Tn the
of the twenty-si- x
employ of the Santa Fe Mr. Parson
has been a clerk In the freight auditor's office, which he entered in i883.
Mr. Parson's connection with the
Santa Fe dates back to 1880, when he
entered the employ of the road as
train baggageman and operator. This
was In the days when each train car
ried 1111 operator, who wired In to
headquarters for orders when the
trains were running In the thinly settled district where it was miles and
miles between stations. The train
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Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Fronts
Depository (or Atcklsoa, Topeka
Saata Pt

$500,906.M
$250,000.0
Railway Csmpaay

s

Mont,

111.

In 1860 he moved to New Jersey
and for a year nnd a half was a conductor on the Lake Shore railroad.
He came to Kansas In 1874 and began working for the Knnsns Pacific
as agent at Bunker Hill. He continued In the service of this road and
of the Union Pacific after it absorbed
the Kansas Pacific until 1880, when
he went to the Santa Fe.
Mr. Parson lives In his own home
at the corner of Fifteenth street and
College nvenue.

STRICTLY PRIVATE
We solicit your banking

business and with, the
assurance on our part

that it will be kept

PAWPAWS RIPE

PRIVATE

STRICTLY

Sneaked at their master's heels,
The sunny plains of Kansas dozed
Or, underneath the axle-treIn soft October haze;
Kept measure with the wheels.
The wayside leaves and grass disPacked In the feeding box behind,
clcse-time-wor- n
A
Jug is spied.
days.
sign
autumn
of
ice
J'lie cornstalks
bent their ears of Whose corn cob stopper hints the
gold.
kind
To list the cricket's din;
of nourishment Inside.
fore
sprouting
wheal
And fields of
told
Xlne boys and girls with rheumy
The farmer's laden bin.
eyes,
Stowed In with beds and tins,
Were ull so nearly of a size
Many a mover's caravan
They might have well been twins.
Stretched westward far away,
spring
As they
The mother, ns a penance sore
moved, since
For loss of youth and hope,
St'tmed to have vowed, long years
To where the homeRteads lay.
before,
Their wagon sheets were snowy white
To fast from comb and soap.
Their cattle sleek and stout;.
bright
merry
faces
children's
Their
With blooming health shone out. "Halloo, my friend! a brood like that
Should head the other way;
The land Is broad, nnd free, and fat
Put ho! what apparition queer
la thltt ttiat lftitmn. In alpht
tlo take it while you may."
lias Kip Van Winkle, wandered here Kalstng his glazed and dirty sleeve,
He gave his mouth a wipe.
Just from his waking plight?
Has one of the Lost Tribes come And answered, with a sighing heave;
pawpaws is ripe!
"Stranger,
iack.
With rtinnai-- t ct his Lnnd
And
turned once more his "Don't tell me of your corn and
wheat
Track,
What do I care forjdeh?
To seek the promised lnnd?
lVm't say your schools Is hard to
beat,
Heneuth yon shade I'll sit me there,
And Kansas soil is rich.
I'pon that bank of grass.
Stranger, a year's been lost by me,
And Inventory, as It were,
Seurchln' your Kansas siles.
These nomads, as they pass.
not a pawpaw did I see.
There may be reason wise and strong, And
For miles, and miles, and miles!
I'nknnwr. to us, why they,
Of all the stately moving throng.
"Missouri's good enough for me;
Are n the backward way.
i
n uiiiuiHi iiinoer b wiue,
The best of llvln' thar Is free,
A wago'i
f pi.M ages, built
And spread on every side.
on mode! lost to art;
In course, the health ain't good for
A dirty, ri.gked, faded quilt
Supplied a cover's part.
Hut we're not of that stripe.
Wheels of four sizes, tireless now.
Hey!
iiet and Tube! we're gwieu
With many a missing spoke;
home!
d
A three-legge- d
mule, a
(iip up! Pawpaws Is ripe!"
cow.
'
Tugged slowly in the yoke.
He cracked his w hip, and off they
went,
years.
A man of
The mule and cow and dogs,
I
watched them till they all were
With beard of grizzled brown:
A brlmless hat sat on his ears,
blent
With distant haze nnd fogs:
His hair stayed through the crown;
And
as
the blue smoke heavenward
Hi.? pants of dingy butternut.
curled
His coat of tarnished blue,
l'p from his corn cob pipe.
His
with no incumbrance but
He dreamed not of that better world.
Misnuited boot and shoe.
For here pawpaws are ripe!
Sid Miller.
Six hungry curs of low degree
e,
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Wholesale Grocers
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Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
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It's Hard to Tell

rflN1?

n

tur

wtran rn

has been exposed to the weather for
a few months that you can see the

effects of poor paint. Then it is too
late. If you buy your paints
us
you always get good paint the ofkind
I hil t wears.

n

fit

White Catarrh in its first stages TTfiP
TIMPTTflN
usually affectsthehead.it does not
stop there if the trouble is allowed to run ou.
The contracting of a
cold is generally the commenceiuent of the unpleasant symptoms ol
ringing noises in the ears, nose stopped up, mucus dropping back
Into the throat, hawking and spitting,
The inner skin or mucous
membrane of the body becomes inflamed and secretes an unhealthy matter which is absorbed into the blood, and Catarrh becomes a serious and
dangerous blood disease. ISvery day the blood becomes more heavily loaded
with these poisonous secretions, and as the poisoned blood constantly passes
through the lings they become diseased, and often Catarrh terminates in
Consumption.
Sprays, washes, inhalations and such treatment do no real
good, because they do not reach the poison-ladeblood, where the real
trouble lies. The only way to cure Catarrh
is to purify and build up the blood. S. S. S.
has been proven the remedy lest suited for
this purpose, ft goes down to the very
bottom of the trouble and removes every
trace of impurity front the circulation,
PURELY VEGETABLE freshens this life stream and, as this healthy
blood goes to every nook and corner tf the
lystetn. Catarrh is.lnv.rt tt"t and a lasting cure made. The inflamed membranes and tissues heal, the secretions cease, the head is cleared and the entire
system renovated ndput in gosl condition by the use of S" S. S. Write
ior iree dook wnicu contains vaiuuoie imormauon mxjui iiuaiiu uuu as
'
(or any special luedicul advice you desire, without charge.
rt mux rra
auHrr

Rood paint from baj by Just looking
n pot of paint. It's only after It

nip

one-horne-

CATAfilH

j

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

i

PREPARES
THE SYSTEM

&

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

be-sa- n,

lirooklyn and part of the Cleveland
team were practicing.

n.

Doing liuslnoHs Again.
my friend!) thought I was
about to take leave of this world, on
account or imiigestlon, nervousness
and generul debility," writes A. A
Chisholm, Treadwell, N. Y.. and when
it looked as if there was no hope
left, I was persuaded to try Electric
Bitters, and I rejoice to say that they
are curing me. I am now doing business again as of old, and am still
gaining dally." Hext tonic medicine
on earth.
Guaranteed by all druggists.
60c
U lien

(Ily

h--

Willie Keeler, the guaranteed over
300 hitter, uses the dinkiest bat he
can find, and then saws It off some.

yet 1 remember, remem
ber, remember.
Kid Herman has bought a $7,000
Ah! well yet I remember.
Chicago. And some people
When we gathered in the cotton side home at was
ald he
foolish to fight Guns.
by Bide;
iwas in the mild September. Sep- to the front with an
Palmer
Jack
lemDer, September,
excuse for his walloping at 1,0s An- 'Twas in the mild September.
And the mocking bird was singing g lew. "It was the climate," he says.
rar nna wide.
Seventeen men fined $25 per at
When the charms of spring awaken Boston for promoting a prize fight
seems to put the klhosh on the game
awaken, awaken.
When the charms of spring awak in that city.
Ah:
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The Girl Who
Doesn't Know
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"OLD RELIABLE."

ESTABLISHED

1173

L. B. PUTNEY
THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staola Groceries
In the Southwest

In

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.

aKaoao

THE

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

j
M

Albuquerque Lumber Co,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkoie Rooting

First and Matqaette

Albuquerque, New Mexico

tltMMY, AIMtll,

12.
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Best Food Preserver.
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For Summer Comfort?

GROW

7'S HERE GALORE.!
We've two and three piece Suits of all suitable and stylish
Summer fabrics. Thin Coati, Thin Trousers, Negligee Shirts,
Thin Underwear, Hosiery and all sorts of Thin Toggery for
Summer Wear. And the best of the story is the fact that our
prices are also thin enough for your satisfaction and comfort.

Judicious Advertising Sets Father of United States Home- Forth Natural Advantages
stead Act Was Dependent
Upon Andrew Carnegie.
Increase In Population.

cold.
Rubbar Strip Around Doors
makes It air tight. Just a few
of the many features of the
Baldwin Refrigerator ask us
Washington. April 12 - So utterly
Public attention Is Just now being
about the others. It's a pleasthe late Galusha A. Grow,
of
ure to show them.
attracted in a marked degree to the was
Montrose, Pa., stripped of his fortune
Important locality of which the tow.i by
schemers
for
two
the
that
hist
W. V. Frutrells Furniture Co. of Cimarron, N. M., is the natural years of his life he was a pensioner
Recent mineral discoveries on the bounty of Andrew Carnegie.
Pnone 376 center.
Cor. Coal and 2nd
In the neighborhood,
together with Mr. Carnegie first gave Mr. Grow
the choice of the town by the St. $1,000 a year and then doubled the
e
Loul. llockv Mountain & Pacific pension.
upon.
10 mis me snipper
his generosity did much
When the de- Railway company as its headquarters to Although cares
has assented.
which pressed upon
tails are settled It is then the pur- and the point at which Its shops are Mr.ease the his old
age. it could not
Grow in
to be located, combine in foreshadow. '
pose of the shippers and of the railpangs
he suffered from
the
roads to present the bill of lading to ing a future greatness of w hich well- overcome
congress for passage. It Is expected Informed people are already begin- the Ingratitude of those he had conWhile It is sidered friends. It is the firm belief
that there will be no difficulty In se-- ! ning to take advantage.
curing Its passage as a law, no that It true that many of the recent arrivals f those who remained faithful to himwill become the legal regulation re-- i in Cimarron are workmen engaged that he died of a broken heart beshipments. upon the construction of the shoos of cause of threats made against him
gardlng
all Interstate
James T. Dubois, an attache of tn
Such a plan will give It the backing the Cimarron & Northwestern railroad, which has Its terminal In the state department, who wus named by
of the government.
town. It is also observable that un- Mr. Grow as executor of his estate,
NIXE-HOt- lt
usual numbers of healthseekers and has returned to Washington from
LAW FORCES
Montrose, where he went ten days
I'liOMNU OF IOWA OFFICIOS. people of leisure Intent upon Invest- ago.
Although Mr. Grow possessed
and home building In the southCouncil Bluffs, Iowa, April 12. In ment
securities
and property of the face
among
the strange faces to
law, west are upon
preparation for the nine-hovalue of $102,000 in 1902. and alseen
the streets.
the Chicago A Northwestern railroad be Though
the coming of either of the though he then considered he had a
19 closing scores of its smaller offices
above referred to would of sound fortune of $ HO, 000, Mr. Dubois,
Twenty omces on shops
throughout ioWa.
themselves make of Cimarron an im- as executor, has found his prlnclplj
Iha Mutant! rllvlnlnti nlnliA tiava t,PPn portant
town .its location about mid- duty to be collecting sworn evidence
one
and
week,
discontinued within
vast deposits of coal and In disproof of the story which, he
many others will be closed this way between
Iron cannot fall to Impress the ob- says, the plotters threatened to make
spring. The railroads are unable to servant
the certainty of a phe- public as a means of extorting money
secure telegraph operators suHlclent nomenal with
development In the near fu- from Mr. Grow.
to man the offices, now that this class ture, a fact
"In November, 1905," said Mr. Duwhich the live business
of men can only work nine hours. men of the town
are now endeavoring bois, "Mr. Grow wrote me to come to
The operators are being moved to the by means of judicious
advertising to Glenwood, his home, to see him. lie
large offices, where It is necessary to promote in every legitimate
way. In told me then that by unfortunate railhave three men, instead of two as for- all
respects the campaign of publicity road and other Investments he had
merly. In this way expenses are kept which
have inaugurated for this lost some money and he had also lost
down, the law is adhered to, and the purposethey
Is worthy of emulation, as considerable money through tlfe inlarger offices handle the work former- they appear
have eliminated from gratitude and deception of acquaintly distributed' among
the many their plan all toattempt
to exploit their ances. 'I don't know how I am gosmaller ones.
to live In the future.' he said.
tourist lines, choosing ing"Upon
An official of the Northwestern rail- district toalong
returning to Washington 1
set forth Its advantages
law had rather
road said the nine-howrote
him telling him not to worry
from,
a
strictly business point of
nothing to do with the laying off of view.
The following are the facts about his troubles ,to live just as he
operators.
It was the custom, he which they
enlarge upon In the liter- allways had lived and I would see the
said, when the winter's work was ature
bills were paid. I then wrote to Anthey send out:
over, to reduce the telegraph force.
drew Carnegie and told him Mr. Grow
A
unsurpassed
climate
the
from
Besides this, 150 miles of automatic
standpoint, ample means of was In financial distress, having lost
signals had been added, and fewer op.
Mr. Carnegie imdiversion, through the hunting and all his property.
erators consequently are needed.
fishing opportunities afforded In the mediately replied, thanking me for
surrounding
mountains;
beautiful calling his attention to Mr. Crow's
(;lti:.T WKKTERN 1IAVI.K (iKMV scenery
and constant inducement to- distress and said that owing to Mr.
FREE INTO O.MAJIA Y'AJtHS. ward outdoor
life, headquarters for Crow's distlngulssed services to his
Omaha, Neb., April 12. As an off- most lfportant timber and lumber country and what he hud done for
set to the raise in grain rates by the Industry in the southwest; center of the common people of the United
Union Pacific between Omaha and the most extensive and best cattle States through the homestead act, of
Council Uluffs, the Chicago Great range in the world; so located be- which he was the father and which
Western railroad Tuesday morning tween coal and Iron deposits that both he signed as speaker of the house in
began hauling grain free from Coun- can be brought down hill, a distance 1864, he was very anxious that Mr.
cil Bluffs into Omaha, when destined of only twenty-fiv- e
miles, constituting Grow's last years should be full of
to elevators on the tracks of the Chi- the town the logical location for a comfort and peace."
cago Great Western, and charging great iron and coke industry. The
only $2 per car when destined to ele- proximity of large deposits of copper,
vators on other tracks.
The Union silver and gold is also set forth, to- A. IL WHITCOMB GETS
Pacific charges $5 per car for the gether with the vast extent of rich
same service, and the interstate com agricultural land, only awaiting irrimerce commission last week declared gation, which surrounds the town.
e or $15
that the Union Pacific had the right For this purpose it is claimed abunto raise the rate for that service to dant supplies of pure water exist in
Its present charge.
the nearby mountains.
The Great Western's action will
One of the strong points to which S. J. AM KM, OF l.:S t IUCKS. TO
have a
effect on Jowa attention Is called is the cheapness ot
.i:T ft'.M), AM) I'lllMllAll
grain destined to Omaha, and it building material, abundance of ceOF NAXT.VKK INCItKAS-K- l
places the Omaha market on a parity ment rock being found in every direcTO $12 FEU MONTH.
with the Chicago market.
tion, in addition to the timber for
which the town has long been a cenfollowing
pensions have been
The
EXtilXF. i!U)VS l
ter.
Lime and brick clay and cheap granted :
TWO A1!K KIIiLED. fuel also figure extensively In the litSpencer O. Ames, L;ut Cruces. inKnglne 2681, drawing an extra erature of the boomers.
Cimarron creased to $20 per month, from Febeastbound freight train on the South- is certainly
in having ruary 14. 1907.
fortunate
ern Paclllc, blew up with terrific force among its citizens while It is still In
Alexander M. YAhitcomb, of
at 11 o'clock Tuesday, about two its infancy the spirit and brains necesIncreased to 115 per month,
milps from Tunnel No. 4. on the
sary to properly direct and push it to from March
1. 19i'7.
hill, near Bakersflcld. En- the prominence and success to which
Urioste. Santa Fe. Increasgineer Hob Mathin and Fireman its natural advantages certainly en- ed Trinidad
to 112 per month from February
Vaughn were instantly killed.
title It.
211.
1107.
Hrakenmn Jones, who was riding
on a nearby car, was terribly scalded
(icntlc and Kffcotlvc,
and may not survive. He was hurled MANSFIELD COPPER
A well
known Manitoba editor
200 feet. Irs. West and Kellogg, of
writes: "As an inside worker I find
Kern City, hurried to the scene of tile
Stomueh and Liver
Chamberlain's
disaster a few minutes afterward.
invaluable for the touches of
CLAIMS SURVEYED Tablets
The engine was completely wrecked.
biliousness; natural to sedentary life.
The wrecker was hurried to tne
their action being gentle and effective,
scene and traffic was opened up in
clearing the digestive tract and the
about two hours. The cause of the
Price, 25 cents. Samples:
Mansfield, Ariz.. April 12. Govern- head."
explosion Is thought, to have been a
free. All druggists.
surveys
comment
have
been
Just
pipe.
defective
pleted with a view to patenting the
The request of the citizens of Kl claims of the Mansfield copper propPaso, Kllve"r City, Demtng and other erty. The outlook for heavy productowns along the Santa Fe for a day tion from this mine during the comThe
train from El Raso to Demlng, ha ing season is improving daily.
been turned down by the road. Uis-tri- main shaft is now down about 226
Agent W. K. Brown, when asked feet, and drifts already run at the
level are in good ore. Sevregarding the proposed train, said 150-foare going down ras-ldlthat it would be unprofitable for the eral other shafts
large equipments of maand
company to run such a train and for
The
the present the company would not chinery are being Installed.
force at the mine is soon to be conconsider such a proposition.
siderably enlarged, and the housing
The Santa Fe Railroad company of the men is already provided for.
has agreed to make the class C rate The company Is to purchase a smelon apple shipments to Texas points ter site at Crittenden Station
on actual weight insteau of estimated
weights of 160 pounds to the barrel
BEST OF QUALITIES
as heretofore.
Whooping Couch.
I
have used Chamberlain's Cough
The railroad boys at Imm Veyas Remedy in my family in cases of
organized
a base ball team.
have
whooping cough, and want to tell you
that it is the best medicine I have
To Chicken rentiers.
ever used. W. F. Gaston, Posco, Ga.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. N.
Mausard's Mills are selling good Tills remedy is safe and sure. For
wheat at SI. 40 per 100 lbs.
sale by all druggists.

Summer Suits at - - $12 to $30
Summer Trousers at $2 to $6
Hardly think you can mention an article of Clothing or
Toggery that would add to your Summer comfort that we cannot show in a style to please you. Come, see.
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Fashioned Apparel
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settlement of the wage and
wrk-(ki- y
question for one department
of the railroad service lu half of the
United Htate is regarded as a distinct
Innovation for determining labor controversies. The public was so concerned for several weeks about the
rumors that a strike of conductors
and trainmen was impending as to
the
overlook, at least temporarily.
diplomatic points In the negotiations.
Statements, which recently emanated from the east, signify that the
employed
conductors und trainmen
of the
on the linet. operating east
MlsHlssIpnl river will ask for an ad
justment of labor difficulties in a, few
months. If they submit demands, as
is announced, the differences may be
worked out satisfactorily by a general
conference, as was done by the western roads.
There were novel and dramatic
features to the negotiations between
the western systems and their conductors and trainmen. Formerly the
conductors and trainmen of each
road, represented by their committee,
settled their case by a conference with
management.
Then
an individual
only one road was Involved. According to the latest plan, the conductors
and trainmen employed on all the
American and Canadian roads operating west of Kt. Louis and Chicago
merged their interests and acted harmoniously.
of
The conductors and trainmen
each line chose a committee to represent them. The railroads appointed a
committee of general managers. Uotn
parties had different .headquarters at
Chicago during the conference, assembling at these headquarters in the
morning and evening, but they held
joint meetings daily and considered
the issues. The small committee of
the general managers and the large
and
committee of the conductors
trainmen formed two groups at the
their
conferences and freely stated
demands and objections.
The conferences are said to have
been Instructive to both the oflicials
and the men. Until debate on wages
and hours became spirited, drawing
out frank declarations from both sides
neither the officials nor the men realized what great variations there are
throughout the west, in wages and
hours of work. It was ascertained,
according to report, that conditions
In different sections of the
western
territory were so unlike ns not to adThe officials
mit of comparisons.
and the employes' committees learned
much that was new to them about the
railroad service.
in the early conferences, both parties agreed not to divulge any information about the deliberations. It Is
said that although 175 men participated, the understanding was fulfilled
strictly. Neither side discussed publicly the business done at the conference until the break in the negotiations occurred.
The statement that a strike would
take place Injured business In the
southwest. If not also in other parts
of the west. Passenger and freight
traffic was delayed until news of a
settlement should be received. Merchants did not wish to ship goods
with an uncertainty as to delivery at
Patrons of
the point of destination.
the roads did not wish to travel and
run the risk of being kept indefinitely
away from home through a cessation
of the train service. The public was
alarmed and was anxious for arbitration.
Oplnons have not been given by the
general managers or the committees
representing the conductors and trainmen as to whether the new plan of
adjustment is worthy of sanction and
adoption. The question is whether the
old plan, whereby differences on all
is
lines are settled simultaneously,
preferable. But it seems to be probable that the employes will tend to
favor the process of settlement which
has been tried with the western lines.
'Ifiie

r
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MANY

(IIAMiKS PliAXXFl
IX lill.L of lading.

Chicago. III., April 12. Business
will be greatly facilitated throughout
the country by changes the eastern
railroads are planning to make in the
proposed uniform bill of lading, which

the shippers have been

trying for
years to induce them to issue
If an
agreeement can be reached with the
shippers, the railroads will throw suf.
tlclent safeguards around the bill of
lading so that the banks throughout
the country will take them without
question.
It is the purpose of the railroads,
in fact, to make bills of lading the
safest possible medium of exchange,
so that the shipper will be in about
he same position in a business sense
as he would be if he had a certified
check for the value of his shipment.
At present the banks loan money on
bills of lading, and millions of dollars are in circulation backed by that
security, despite the fact that the railroads have in the past tried to make
The lJunks
them
vomplaln, however, that the risk is
oo great and that the safeguards are
not sufficient.
Recently the attorney for the
Manufacturers' association an
several members of the association
went to New York and held a conference with several of the leading
eastern traffic men.
T'le result was
a decision to hold a conference here
either next Monday or April 22. beof the east
tween the
rn lines and the Illinois Manufacturers' association committee, with ref- re.nce to the uniform bill of lading.
The proposition of the railroad
ines is to "remain in convention until
the unifrom bill of lading Is agreed
lili-aoi-
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M.Fine Clothing
MAN
DELL
and Furnishings.

OO.

SAYS

MAN

COUSIN

Erstwhile Territorial
neer White Creates

Tim Price of lienlth.
$200 REWARD.
"The price of health in a malarious
district is Just 25 cents; the cost of a
Is offered for the capture of
box of Dr. King's New Life Pills,"
Pettlne, the murderer of Benewrites Klla Slayton, of Noland, Ark. detto Berardlnelll. Crime was comNew Life Pills cleanse gently and impart new life and vigor to the sys- mitted in Albuquerque Monday, Febtem. 25c. Satisfaction guaranteed at ruary 4.
C. A. and C. fJIRANDB.
all druggists.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
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212

NORTH SECOND ST.

ANN

BY

SOU.

DON J.RANKIN & CO.
BSTATsV

LOANS.

Standard Plumbing & Heating Go

W. E.

MAUGEP

WOOL

with Raube and Mauger
Office, US North First 84.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

The
LINE"

TOTI A Ot API
Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Bay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Li (mors
and Cigars. Place your orders rot
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD 8T.

THIRD STREET

to the mining camps of Colorado,
Utah and Nevada; to Denver,
Colorado Springs and Pueblo, Is
by way of Santa Fe, N. M., and

the

Meat Market
Fresh and Bait
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMHi KlJEN WORT
Masonic Building, North Third
All Kinds of

DENVER

&

RIO GRANDE

RAILROAD

For Information as to rates,
train service, descriptive literature
address.

J. KORBER & CO.

AiX

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL

through the fertile San Luis valley; also to the San Juan country
of Colorado.

RIGHT PRICES

..

A. E. WALKER,

"SHORT

try us

PILLS

Automatic. Phono 411.
Room 10, N. T. ArmUo BuUdtaa
Having acquired an Interest In the
Plumbing
Standard
and Heating
company, Mr. John SlruniquUt will In
rmm
future have charge of the mechanlcal
INBUBANCK
department and attend to the instal6ccretarjr Mutual Building Associalation of all plumbing and heating
tion. Office at 217 West RaUrasv
work entrusted to this company.
avenue.

Ithtcn by a Spider.
Through blood poisoning caused by
bite, John Washington, of
l',tu,.ilai.:il., Tu,
lnuf
11(1,
4 A . , .. , M 1. hnvo
IllC
1UO. Via
leg, which became a mass of running
sores, hnd he not been persuaded to
try Hucklin'B Arnica Salve. He writes
"The first application relieved, and
four boxes healed nil jthe tores'
Heals every sore. 2fic at all

Lawn Mowers. Garden Rakes and
Hoes, Rubber Hose, Cotton Hose.

PENNYROYAL

Thiy overcome Wcnhnftm.,
lArlly mid oultton9.tlujrM vlmvm
nd banlkU " imim t nw
tlun." Tlier no Lira I
airltnjr
tatflrlttt womanhuu.fr.
ttm:
of orpanH ana
known rt'niMlr for womes wfMUr
them, v'annnt do bnriuHf- lmw
ronie
leii!i . S1
mnll. HnH hy IrvnMa,
hv
tfOTT CHEiUCAL JO.

Announcement

a spider

Do You Need

60e&1.60

Fret Trial.
Surest and Uuickest Cur for all
THKOAT and LUNO TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.

is."

J

Price

0NSUMPTI0N

.

battle in the defense of Harry Thaw
Kvery
and have spent a fortune.
effort has been made to secure a ver1
Am of the opindict of acquittal.
prove a
ion that their efforts will
failure.
It Is my opinion that the
Jury will not agree. I do not care to
go further Into the subject of the trial
than this.
"The Thaws have attempted to
make the world believe that Stanford
White was a horrible man. He was
not the man they huve represented
him to be. I knew Kvelyn Nesbit in
to
New York before her marriage
with
Thaw. 1 am well acquainted
her career In New York and also In
Kurope. Since the beginning of the
Thaw trial the reading public has
learned what kind of a woman nhe

Dr. King':s

FORCOUGHSaM
OLDS

Thos. F. Keleher

!

LUNCO

THK

Jon Discovery

I'aso. Texas. April 12. Daid
Miller While, a cousin of .Stanford
White, who was killed by Harry Kendall Thaw, Is in Kl l'aso, a guest at
Mr. White lives 1H
the OrndortT.
DEVOES READY PAIXT
Santa Fe, N. M.. having made his One Gallon
Covers SOO Sqnare Feet.
home there for a number of years.
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
For several years he was territorial
Stops Leaks, Lasts Five Yean.
engineer of New Mexico.
He Is visiting Kl Paso for pleasure
and w ill remain a week or so. When
408 Wttt Railroad Avnui
seen at the Orndorff and asked relative to the Thaw trial and what his
opinion as to the probable verdict of
the Jury was, Mr. Whltle at first refused to discuss the subject, saying
that It was too delicate a matter. He,
however, changed his mind and mad.
this statement:
"Of course, you know that I have
kept up with the trial from its very
JAP-A-LA-

CURE

WITH

BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CTTT
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

F.I

KILL the COUCH
AND

LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mul"S Bought and Ex
changed.

Engi-

oooooooooooooeooo

ct

'

OF

STANFORD WHITE

all-ye- ar

VIM-OST-

WMWMTM

SANTA

ur

Greatest Diplomacy Was Used

ntm.

Are You on the Lookout

in

the Walls
Bet

EVENING

S. K. HOOPER,
General Passenger
Ticket Agent
Denver, Colo.

7.

Mi

A. SLEYSTER

INSURANCE, REAL ESTATsT
NOTARY PUBLIC.
12
Rooms
and 14 Cromwell Block.
Albuquerque. Telephone No. 111.
Give u your ROUGH DRY worX
Monday, and set It back Wednesday.
Imperial Laundry Co.
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its Location
HELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE,
N. M.. AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY. GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES. AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS. 25x110
FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD tO AND
STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE, WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF 1.600 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
MERCANTILE
ESTABLISHMENTS;
THE
BELEN
PATENT ROLLER MILL. CAPACITY HO BARRELS
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS. RESTAURANTS, ETC. BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIP-PINPOINT FOR WOOL. FLOUR. WHEAT. WINE.
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.
t
O

K4O4O4KO0OOtVCOOOw K

COME

TO BELEN, H, HI,

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and
provement Co.
iOHN BECKER,

Pres

K4KK4CK4KKCOt
t4K44444KK4K

A Railway

Center

EXPRESS, MAIL AND
ALL FAhT LIMITED
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL CO
OVER THE MAIN LIVE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST
AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
THK LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
MODERN HOTEL AND A
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASGOOD,
NEWSPAPER.
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S,

Im-

WM. M. BERGER, Sec'y

0000 000000B0000H00000D000000H0H0000n 00 00.000000000000

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANMONEY
PURCHASE
TY
DEEDS.
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE.
CASH.
ONE-THIR-

TWO-THIRD-

S

MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR.
PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.

WITH
WITH

8
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AT.mjQtTEKQUE

agh Kroirr.

EVENING

CITIZEN.

I
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1

1
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LOCAL AND

DR. BEATON WILL TALK

PERSONAL

TO UNIVERSITY

w

deliver. Colo.. April 12.
f.ilr tonight mid riittiirilny; colder
north :uid extreme south portions

"Phe man who buys our shoes keeps buy- He recognizes the value of
ing them
quality and finds entire satisfaction in
And even more
every pair of these shoes
he has the added advantage ot getting the
latest in style and best in fit
Patent Colt Shoes
Patent Colt Oxfords
Vici Kid Shoes
Vici Kid Oxfords
Box Calf Shoes
Tan Calf Oxfords
Canvas Shoes and Oxfords

S.

0

$3.75

$4.00

3.00
2.50

3.50
3.00

4.00

2.25
2.25

2.50
2.50

1

2.50

2nd.

1 Ik.

per lb.

tie

I
I

1.50

tins. 46c.

tins, 860.

b.
--

H

.Una,

$1.0.

Capitol Coffee
bucket,

lb.
1

premium.

with

a

Golden Gate coffee
tins, ivu.
tins, 80c.
nothing like It In the city. Try
b.

Something

--

coffee, SOo to

40c

T. Y. MAYNARD

GEO. W. HICKOX

CO.

HICKOX-AUYNAR- D

NEW

LEADING

MEXICO'S

JEWELERS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
THE ARCH FRONT

SOCTH

ST.

SECOND

arrived
the city last tilght.
I. Sanders of Trlnldiul. arrived In
Alhunuerque last night on business,
Wild Went Show at Traction Turk
Sunday nftornoon. Admission DO cents
of Tucson. AriC. W. Hlnchcllffe.
zona, was ii guest at the Alvarado last
night.
Frank lioyd. connected with the
Santa Fe lit Lii Junta. stopped over
here last night.
C. K. Crandell. of Mansfield came to
Albuquerque last night to spend
few day here.
Miss Mae Kidney, of Helen, N. M..
came to the city this morning to visit
friends and do shopping.
See Kill Wessfall throw steers with
hi teeth ul Traction Park Sunday
afternoon. Admission CO cents.
The Amerlcon Lumber Company
Hand has been engaged to furnish
music for the Wild West Show at
Traction Park Sunday nfternoon. Ad
mission DO cents.
Nava Iguaclo, u blacksmith, who
was arrested about 10 o'clock last
night fur being drunk, pleaded guilty
before Police Judge Craig In police
court this morning and was tlned
which he could not pay, so was
placed on the street gang.
Rev. and Mrs. J. W. Itarron entertained a few friends at dinner tonight
in honor of Rev. David Ueuton. of
Chicago, III., who is giving a course
of lectures In the Congregational
church. Rev. liarron and Dr. lieaton
are old friends, both having served
the dame churches In South Dakota
and Illinois.
The Ceronlmo'H, one of the popular
athletic clubs of the city, met a
ltvans' tailor shop last night and
completed arrangements for a ball
game with the Rarelas team Sunday
afternoon on the Harelus grounds.
The oflicers of the club are organlz
lug a fife and drum corps, composed
of eighteen fifes and three snure
drums and one bass drum.
Frank Storts, manager of Traction
nark, said this morning that there
would be no free concert at the Ca
sino on Sunday, owing to the serviced
company
of the American Lumber
band having been engaged for the
wild west show, which holds forth at
However, the
the park that day.
free concerts will be continued
week from next Sunday as they hav
In the past.
According to reports received In this
city, two convicts meployed on the
Scenic highway near Las Vegas sue
ceeded In eluding the guards last Sun
day and escaped from the camp. On
of the men had but one more month
to sei i e. The Scenic highway Is noi
completed to half a mile above Trou
Springs, and the recent pleasnn
weather has made work possible every
ill

Our Leaders The Celebrated Richelieu Coffees
Package. !6c and

AKKIVAKH.

day.

Carter

7?

THE WAGNER HARDWARE

Plumbers

32

GO.

Tinners

W. R.R.Avs.

..Alaska Refrigerators
Savin
Ice Pads

Line of

White

Refrig-

erators

Ice

Cream
Freezers

Is the

most
complete
in the city

Water

"Water
Coolers

Filters

Just Arrived
Anew supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest

Dutooadt
ror trade

WV.ctei, Jewelry,
na

cutrtui

A

Ct

.

THE

Palace

Diamond
RAILROAD
Ilas. Corn.

SQUARE OEAL.,

!!ierir

TRES

AVE
We

AND MAIMjUUTTK.

With Short Arms ami Legs.

fek

$18

wants.
STEIN-BLOC-

H

Clothes with style in
them. The proof is
the trying on. A
pleasure.

Suits

John

O

am

p

B. Stetson Hats

8

The new Stetson Derby$4.00
The new Telescope Soft Hat $4.00

I

W. L. Douglas Shoes
not iiecewwy to praise Uiein.

I Spring Lamb I

Ktnmlard of Ok world.

Everybody

Know

the

are

tHe

Hanan & Son's Fine Shoes
to--

the I'nclfie to flic 1Ksi trade. We sHI

Monarch and Cluett Shirts

MINES REOPENED

tho novelties of the season, new designs ami' fabrics,

All

prices.

I

HERMAN

8

1 1

ZWEIGART

8

I

85 S

H

PROPRIETOR

Arno & Coal

.

Phone

1

pmpmlar

"

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

C)OOOOOC)OOCX0CXXX3OOO(Xx0OCx3O0

02
NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

Between Railroad and Copper Ave., Tel.

STOVES, RANGES, ENAMELED
SADDLERY

7'

KITCHEN WARE. K0STLAN WASHING MACHINES
HARNESS

AGENTS rOR
Celebrated Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

John Deere Plows and Implements
Winona Wagons

McCormick Mowers and Repairs

'

.

45

LADIES, ATTENTION!
Mr. Joseph Morelll, direct from
Xew York city, has arrived here and
will hereafter be employed in my
Mr. Morelll is an extailor hop.
pert on LAD IKS' TAILOR MADE
SUITS. Suits of any style and de
scription mado to order at reason

Wholesale Distributors

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

able prices, and perfect satisfaction
guaranteed. Also men's suits made
Cleaning, pressing and re.
to order.
pairing neatly done.
A.

J. MOREUil,
103 X.

rirst

Sunday afternoon. Admission 50 cents
TIIK IlKillliANH MK.VT MAIIKKT
IS TIIK ONLY MAKKirr IX TOWN
THAT HAS ;OT SPUINtJ LAM US.
ALL THOSi: WHO PKSIItK SPUING
LA M Tl FOK SITNPAY, PLKASE ITT I
IN YOUR ORDERS KAULY. Ti:i..
185.

Harvesting Machinery

St.

Not Made by the Trust

at Traction Park

Wild West Show

o

SATURDAY'S fcPKCIAL SALE.
3 cans of 10c grade of Sardines..
2 cans of 15c grade of Sardines. .
c grade of Pumpkin
12
Fie Peurs, 2 cans for
California Grapes
7 bars of one of the best Laundry Soups on the market
1
bottle of Pickles, 1 bottle of
Chow-Choand 1 bottle of
Chill Sauce
drape Nuts, per pkg
12 He grade of Oat Flakes
2 cans of Clams
4 pounds of Soda Cruckers
t gallon of' Syrup
nd Cro
See us for Hammocks

Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer, Cost
- - - Less for Repairs - - v-

2aC

25c
10"

25c

FULLY WARRANTED

-

Write

'W.teWt.-'PM'l'.tZr-"

I-c-

ji-

Prices

Albuquerque. Ne

Mexico

J0

w

IOC

10c
2 Tic

2C

25c
40c
llct

Sets.

THE MAZE.
UM, K1I.KE, I'ropr.
The Amerlcon Lumber Company
Hand has been engaged to furnlsn
music for the Wild West Show at
Traction Park Sunday afternoon. Ad
mission 60 cents.
o
Breed your mare to the best trot
S19
ting stallion in New Mexico.
Copper avenue.

$18
to

$30

AND

BOUGHT. SOLD

3&

EXCHANGED

Aitoclatlon Offlot
Transactions
Cuaraatato

ROSENFIEl D'S.

1

18 W. R. R. Ave.

Have you any musical in
trnmnfr iViat nda rpnAir?

1W

Iking it or ship it to
Learnard & Lindsmann
largest music dealers

west who have engaged

We Also Have Other Good Suits From

In the south

the services of

H. K Spencer

SIO to S16.S0

expert repairman, formerly of the
STUOBEU FACTORY, Chicago, III.

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY
119 West Gold

4itrA

HERMANOS

R.R.

We Say
Suits

iiauvc emuJ
VT

Sold from the Atlantic
nt eastern price

TICKETS

The man who values
a fit, we want him.
We have what he

fner & Marx Suits

$20 to $28
Kansas City
Meat

A corporation has Just been formed
or the purpose of working the Tres
lermanos mines near Oolden. Santa
Fe county, recently purchased by Al
bert P. Hunter, of Philadelphia, Pa.
The stock of the company, It Is said,
will be mostly owned by Ijas Vegas
people, which Is a practical guarantee
of the productiveness of the mine.
The Tres llermanos property has been
known to local parties for many years
during most of which period the
mines have not been worked on ac
count of the low price of silver and
air. The great advance In the mar
ket quotations on these metals which
has prevailed In the last few montns.
com
however, makes the property
mercially available and Mr. Hunter
expects within the next sixty days to
be shipping ore to the nearby smel
ters at a good profit. The officers ot
the new company are:
Albert 1'. Hunter.
President
T. V. Hayward.
Vice President
Secretary W. E. Oortner.
Treasurer John Shank.
D. C. Winters. A. D. Higglns and
Koht. L. M. Ross are also directors.
White and gray canvas Oxfords for
women, low or high heels, dainty
tyles, perfect fitters, splendid wear
ers; prices ll.r.ll and J2.00. C. May's
Hhoe .Store, 314 West Railroad ave-- 1
nue.
S.VTCHIVW SI'IX'IAL.
At the Cah Buyers' Cnlon.
10?
Fresh, large pkg Force
H. O. Ruckwheat Flour, pkg.... 10c
ApLive Oak Grapes, Plums and
ricots, Z cans
15c
Rartlet Pears, lb
... 20c
Rest Apricots, lb
10c
Orange City Rusks, pkg
Rig line of Hhoes and Oxfords In
at
patent
vici,
tan,
white,
leather and
reduced prices.
Ladles VesUs Co and 10c, all sizes.
Spring Underwear for men, 25c and
00c the gnrmeut.
See Bill Wessfall throw steers with
his teeth at Traction Park Sunday
afternoon. Admission 50 cents.

I

one-thir-

j

intl

ARRIVALSII

In tlie new fduules of grey, inn anil fancy mixtures. Bex oo
ivirth for tlx-- money

close.

Harrison,
Chicago, and brother,
William
Harrison, are In the city.
They ar
today
on th
rived from Santa Fe
California limited, and took quarters
at the Alvarado. The Harrisons have
been on a pleasure trip to the clilt
dwellings on the upper Rio Grande,
thirty miles from Santa Ke. The ex
mayor of Chicago said that his busl
ness here was purely one of pleasure
There Is at least one cafe In th
city that Is prepared to serve meal
In private and first-clastyle, an
that is the Santa Fe restaurant. Cozy
well furnished room, electric fans,
tables In best linen, silver and china
and service none better.
Moreover,
you have the satisfaction of knowln
that you can dine with a lady there
without laying yourself open to sua
piclon.
Unfortunately, there Is on
one private room, to secure which
Is necessary to send in your reque
several days ahead of time.
Songs such as "Home, Swe
Home," and "My Old Kentucky
Home, sung by six strong-lunge- d
but
sweet-voice- d
negroes,
who passed
inrougn the city last night on tral
No. 1. attracted considerable attention
at the depot.
One of the darkles
had an accordeon, which he played
with great vigor, while the rest ot
the band lent their voices
to th
music, and those with southern blood
In their veins who were fortunate
enough to hear, had their minds sen
back to the land of the cotton and
H corn.
W.
M. Shattock, traveling passenger agent at Denver for the Baltimore
& Ohio Southwestern,
and H. H.
Shepherd, traveling passenger agent
name
place for the Chicago &
at the
Alton, stopped over In Albuquerque
last night, while en route to El Paso,
Texas, and Chihuahua, Mexico. Both
men declared that they would secure quite a bit of business from
New Mexico,
Colorado, California,
Arizona and' the adjoining states to
the exposition to be opened at Jamestown, Va., this month,
In talking
about the exposition, Mr. Shepherd
said that the Santa Fe would carry
the people to Kansas City, the Chlca-ig- o
& Alton to St. Louis and the Hal-- I
limore & Ohio Southwestern to Wash-- J
Ington, and a boat to the fair, at the
low rate of one and
d
fare
for the round trip.
EVERYTHING
Til
A Kl
MEAL IN ONE
3. V. VALMEIt, I'lKST
STOKE.
H.

KMT-CLAS- S

I'nderwear for Stout Men

In addition to this subject Dr. Ken
ton will by special request give n
of
hort talk on the masterpieces
Kngllsh poetry and give some readings. This is of special Interest to
high school and university students
and lovers of good literature. Those
to
who heard Dr. Iteaton s address
the high school will be Interested to
enrn of this opportunity to hear Jiim
read and lecture upon this fitseinatltM
heme. The leeiures are free to all
and an offering will be taken (it the

122 South Second

sa

We linve Just opened op xcvcrnl line of new Spring goods
which wo want to call your nttcntlon. Wo have re'lTed more
of throw f anions
Hart-Sch- af

you ng.

ss

Our

ram

Kenton, university lcc- ir. ofDavid
un-- r
Chicago, will give an extri
lecture on Mondnv night. April 15, nt
o clock, In the university cnnpei.
This lecture is Intended specially for
nchers and parents um.I others In- crested In the newer Ideas about
duration, both in the day school and
he Sunday school. A special Invita
tion has been given and is extended
to the teachers of the public schools
and the .Sunday school teachers of
he various churches.
The subject is
ealt with In an entirely unsectarlan
manner and Is of vital consequence to H
all Interested In the welfare of the 2

Kjsasnasar
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MARKET

:

3.50
3.00
3.00
3.50

MEAT

In

AKKIVM.H.
p. ni.
o.
No. P 1 n. ni.
No. N 1 f5 a. in
No. 4
2:2ft n. in.
'lyijr- - Smith, of Silver City

BRIGHAM
Headquarters for Coffee

C. N.
118-12-

53.50

Tlll
Tltl
11:30

LATEST

It, im;.

AI'ltM.

MWMngiJiasvww wiiav m,

STUDENTS

Ccm-rall-

QUALITY COUNTS

Men's
Men's
Men's
Men's
Men's
Men's
Men's

katiikk voicecast.

UIIY.

Tuning

411.1

RuflnUUing

a specialty.

Home Insurance the Best
refrain from again saying something about Home ln
Every time that the proposition presents Itself of the
aurance.
tremendous amount of money that Im beinr sent out of New
Mexico and Arizona for life Insurance to eastern cities, the conviction comes home with Increased force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain in the West.
The revelatione of the past year of the way the' enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money into Eastern channels when It can be placed In home insurance,
and every dollar of it kept and lnrested at home.
It is gratifying to note that home insurance Is year by year receiving
more and more Its just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies In the amount of busiWhy cannot this same record be made here 7 It caa if
ness written.
every individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value It Is to keep his insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
ii owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell it policies.
CANNOT

WE

Address Home Office,

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE. N.

jj
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